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Miss Park comes naturally by her interest in the field of
education ... her enthusiasm for study, her understanding
of student's academic cartwheels, are appropriately
in line
with a time-honored family tradition of achievement
in
educational or theological realms. Miss Park's broadminded
view of education stems in part from her many years of
study in Germany ... as working under and noting European
educational methods throws light on certain advantages or
disadvantages of our system ... and in part from her teaching experience and her years of serving as dean and advisor
to students, which has kept her alertly aware of what "the
receiving end" thinks. Her interests are many, varied, and
as lively as the perpetual twinkle in her eye: cooking ...
detective stories (for strictly non-academic
relaxation J)
. music, enjoyed with cathol ic taste though she is "no
Wagnerite" ... art, with a penchant for the German and
Italian primitives.

Page four

• • •
the Class of 1947 dedicates this year's Koine ... for herself:
her vivid and inspiring personality, her sense of humor, her
unceasing interest ...
for the competence which makes
her so well qualified to fill the position of fifth president
of the college.
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jig-saw,

A VUZZLI:

a giant

we've been working on

whose pieces have been hard to collect and put together.

As Freshmen we weren't sure the puzzle existed
pieces we found seemed meaningless.
the presence of the puzzle

and fitted

around the edge. As Juniors we sought
we added, with semi-surety,

the few

. .

As Sophomores

we sensed

a few pieces

cautiously

pieces consciously

to what had been assembled,

.
and we

felt humble that so many pieces were still missing. As Seniors we
began to fill in the core of the puzzle;

the picture grew with our

efforts and took on shape and meaning

we saw the correla-

t ion

of the components

The pieces: Academic,
dition, Creative.
in the picture.

and watched

the emerging

Sports, Social, Government,

The puzzle:

of the whole.
Religion, Tra-

our life, and college, and our place

Our ever-growing, always developing
campus saw a new addition this year
with the erection of the new dormitory in back of Smith-East. In appreciation not only of Miss Blunt's
efforts which made this possible but
also of her years of devotion to the
college and its students,
the new
dorm is known as Katherine Blunt
House. Miss Blunt has long crusaded
for building on the campus, and with
the appearance of a new building we
have another monument to her vigorous campaign for improvement
and
development
of the coil e g e. We
watched the foundations
being laid
in the spring ...
the next fall we
discovered that the gray stone had
taken form ... today it is already a
familiar landmark among the older
buildings.

From kindergarten to college days the Academic was an ever-present puzzle. Early erudition
involved stack-stalking,
themes at midnight.
Later, keyword became integration, and knowledge, we saw, a piebald pattern of many things
... large ... small ... and all-embracing.
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To Dean Burdick, our plaudits and
our gratitude ... for herself: her insight, her humor, her wisdom, her
fairness, and ~er personal touch and
individualized
interest ...
for her
influence on us: her sympathetic
keeping in step with our thoughts
and
and aims, herl deft untangling
showing the way. Our problems gained proportion 1 •• we gained perspective .. and we won't forget.

Advice with humor

Personnel

blanks ...
ourselves

Registering ... cards and signatures

Page
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we look in the crystal
behind the eight-ball

ball and find
r

Forbiddingly
academic,
but ...

The functions of the faculty were
three-fold: as teachers, as advisors,
and as friends they contributed much
to the credit column of our college
account. As teachers they pointed
the way to knowledge with skill, humor, understanding.
As advisors in
our major fields they gave advice,
and tea, and encouragement.
As
friends they proffered their hospitality and their experience, and worked
with some of us on Student-Faculty
Forum and Curriculum Committee.
Much appreciated
...
the opportunity for "after-hours"
rapport ..
the chance to establ ish a mutually
sympathetic
attitude.
. .. delightfully
Garabed
E. Frances Botsford and Dorothy Richardson,
Zoology Department

K. Daghlian,

Physics

informal

Department

FLORENCE M. WARNER
Economics Department

RICHARD H. GOODWIN
Botany Department

MARY C McKEE
Chemistry Department

FRANK E. MORRIS
Philosophy Department

CHESTER M. DESTLER
History Department

HELEN PEAK
Psychology Department

JULI
BOWER
Mathematks Department
Page twelve

ARTHUR W QUIMBY
Music Department

HANNA

HAFKESBRINK

German Department

PAUL F. LAUBENSTEIN
Rei ig ion Department

RUTH STANWOOD
Physical Education
Department

BESSIE B. WESSEL
Social Anthropology
Department

ROBERT F. LOGAN
Art Department
MARJORIE

R. DILLEY

Government

Department
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RUBY )0 R. KENNEDY
Sociology Department

MARGARET S. CHANEY
Home Economics

CAROLA L. ERNST
French Department

Department

DOROTHY BETHURUM
English Department

Inter-departmental

Page fourteen

news and views

ZELMIRA
BIAGGI
Spanish Department

If seen dimly at a mid-March
8
o'clock or viewed with the excitement
of first fall inspiration, the classroom
was always there ... if dwarfed in the
multitudes of a survey course or silhouetted in the select few of a seminar, the individual and her effort were
noticed. Characteristic
... cries of
anguish or rebuttal as pet theories

Beginning the day
shift

toppled under lecture blows ... the
surrepti tious cl ick of knitting needles
from a safe back row ...
the view
across the river from BiII Studios ...
the clatter of scuffed loafers at entreclass rush ...
the knowledge that
class was not just a time interval begun and ended by a bell.

The methods were varied, the classifications two, as the ranks divided
into library lovers or dorm devotees;
the former curled up in carrel Is, sat
placid amidst reserve room turmoil,
crept furtively to the smoking room;
the latter tried many approaches,
cooperative efforts, ' , hermit habits
, . , silence shrouded concentration
or music accompaniment
, , ' the
formality of desk. , , the informality
of notestrewn floor, In the beginning
it was a required task,
,in the end
a significant desire, as we saw that
the writing on book page or theme
pad might be the writing on the wall,

Come unto me all ye that travail and are heavy
laden

The Times often, PM sorne times
Worker" always

Page
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"Th e Daily
I

Try afternoon classes next semester

The day shift operates

Formulae fever

Student-Faculty

Forum ...

where problems
sometimes

are considered

continually,

solved

Summer School highlights
... men
crowded the halls of Fanning
groups chatted under every campus
tree ...
lunch hour loafers soaked
up sun by Bill's door ... packed cars
streamed daily to Ocean Beach. The
prevailing attitude toward education
was that of the veterans: heated discussions in class and outside Fanning
... above all, a sincere desire to know
and a real enthusiasm.

Veterans added spice to the academic pudding

John F. Moore, Director of the
Summer Session

Wind, sand, and "stars"

At first, the meaningless scribbles on the white
gym card ... leotards and leonine grace ...
lordosis and the plumb line ... Amazon antics.
Gradually, fresh air and exercise assumed importance ... in keeping cobwebs from our concentration
.. in giving vigor to palsied pen
muscles.

Paoe nineteen

A.

For God, for country, and for Connecticut

The old racquet .

. . . the new racket

Athletics have always played an important part in campus life, and our
Athletic Association
is mainly responsible for the interest which is
shown in sports events. Tennis and
golf tournaments
in spring and fall
keep us practising until the first bite
of autumn frost ... tees and tennis
balls reappear with the first robin.
Competitions
with other colleges in
hockey and basketball have us fighting for God, for Country, and for
Connecticut.
. a spring horse show
is run for those who know how to
keep their hands down, elbows in,
and knees glued to the saddle.
.
fencing exhibitions
are given, and
competitions
in soccer and badminton take place in their proper season.
On the social side, A.A. organizes
events like hayrides
to complete
dance weekends, and i n v i t e s the
point-holding
elite to "coffees" and
to the banquet held in the spring.

Brassie

..

Three new sports vie with the old standbys like
archery and basketball: flying lessons are given
at Waterford Airport, riding takes place in the
ring and on the trails by the river, and Knowlton is the scene of our "masked" attempts to
emulate Mr. Garsson.

The sword is mightier
than the pen

Bow

At Buck Lodge ... home of hearth-toasted
hot-dogs

Indoor discussion promotes

The Connecticut Coil e g e Outing
Club does much to make us all devotees of the outdoor life. Its activities include the sponsoring of trips
and excurSiO~~' joint participationin
sports with D rtrnouth and Yale, P'Cnics in Buck Lodg~, skating on the
Arboretum la e (b~uises for the unwary 1), and, Yj'iththF finishing of the

Would-be

Kanonen

outdoor action

last Mid-year
exam,
the annual
CCOC trip to North Conway for a
weekend of snowplows ... and Christies for some. Hannes Schneider introduces the bravest of us to his Arlberg technique,
and to the cries of
"Bend those knees or I'll break 'em"
from an anguished
instructor,
we
learn that there's more to skiing than
we thought ... we learn to "talk skiing" even though our performance on
slope and trail leaves something to
be desired ... we learn that Gestapo
agents couldn't pry waxing secrets
from some experts.

From poundage

"Look

to push-ups

at the birdie"

Popular are Riflery, Keeping Fit, and
Flying. While the latter is not under the
gym department,
an increasing number
of students "take to the sky", and an
Aviation Club has been formed Keeping
Fit lives up to its name, and class pushups and knee bends are accompanied by
the perennial tape measure.

"Sunward
Familiar scene on late Fall afternoons

live climbed"

Finger exercise

Did you ever wonder why Ec. Seminar
is held on fourth floor Farminq? .
Senior spor t ! For although
Seniors
are denied the privi lege of compulsory gym, they still know the value
of exercise ... the afternoon nap ...
the bridge battle ... the brisk game
of jacks before dinner. Some hark
back to gym days, and haul hothouse
colleagues on invigorating walks to
the Snack Bar..
some turn open
traitor, and take modern dance, riding, tennis-voluntarily'

Next to ennis in
popul rityl

Page twentY-fom'
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There was no puzzle to the party paradox: football furs, baseball blue-jeans ... the number
of sign-outs the mark of social success. But we
found there was more to it: the importance of
living with people, extracting the essence from
all contacts ... the "man of the hour" ... or
the "man on the street."

Pa.ge twenty-five

Through Service League .. , the main
campus social activities.
From its
services we enjoy the now-resumed
monthly
informals;
we laugh with
and at the faculty in skits presented
under Service League auspices; we
spend fi rst semester in eager anticipation of March's Midwinter Formal;
and we duck for apples at the Halloween party given with A.A. .. Its
charity work is boundless; through it
the Allied Children's
Drive, Community Chest, Christmas boxes, and
clothing drives receive college support. Social work in New London with
Mission House, the Y.W,CA., and
the Girl Scouts, plus running the
campus Lost and Found department
comprise the rest of Service League's
activities. This year ... a bigger and
better job than ever.

Tux and tails ...

tulle and satin

With post-war reconversion to prewar activities come the informal
dances, and with them a re-issue of
"the college weekend". Gray flannels
and sports jackets replace Army drab
... bands replace the war-time jukebox ... and Shwiffs and Whiffs sing
their hearts out for us.

Two

for

the show

"We are little black
sheep"

In addition to the Midwinter Formal
put on by Service League there are
three other big dances throughout
the year: in the fall
Sophomore
Hop; in the spring
Junior Prom;
exclusively ours.
. Senior Ball. Saturday night spotlight falls on Knowlton and the swing of our newest tulle
and taffeta in time to graceful waltz
and swingful fox-trot. Remainder of
the weekend may include hayrides,
picnics, and, for the hardy, breakfast
in Buck Lodge.
"We are poor little lambs"
Page
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Additional
lhrlll
Concert
Series,
I
performance
ch
Koussevir

Backstage
scene at
weekly Faculty
Teas,
where facLlty members
take turns acting hostess

Page twenty-eight

Because of Service League's activities and the proximity of men's colleges, we begin fa see New London

through
reserved
York.

Sunday

the weekend
eyes usually
for New H a v en or New

Brunch

Remember ... "the Point" ..

Lucky New Londoners that we
are, we can manage to get almost
anywhere from
Philadelphia
to
Hanover, and some points west,
for a weekend
. and we often
do. Hanover and Philly see us for
the football season ... and there's
always New York the rest of the
year.

· .. the thrill of anticipation
· .. Winter Carnival ...
· .. the "weekend look'?

..

•

EACI\ ...
"Tea for two??"
Once from a camp ...
from a campus

After the uncertain years that filled
our young lives with flashes of khaki,
we have fa nd out this year what it

is like to have "the necessary evil"
back with us again. The pictures
speak for themselves I

now

Men a re back ... but food .

. . . and cards are more reliable

Ocean

Beach and friends
Page thi1"ty~thTee

• • •
Hen's activities are as many and varied as the energy and imagination of
the hens. Time passes in the "shesaid-i-said" manner or in the solitary
vigil with book or by buzzer
or
. in fall: bicycling ... picnics
.
in winter: "if we take the 5: 15 we

can eat and make
spring: IObs er-re
hour, Baby Oil the
breakfast termis .
... "anybody got t
... the occasional
until noon.

r

he feature" ... in
the color of the
balm ... before. all year: bridge
e latest Journal"
uxury of sleeping

1

At first it was a family-fostered
fetish. But we
found that government
should not be a "handme-down" rote ... and we raised our hands in
Amalgamation,
read our newspapers, worried
about the state of things immediate and distant a bit more sincerely ... and began to participate and evaluate.

Page
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Make - up of Student
Government,
the democratic
machine
in miniature: legislative House of Rep., executive Cabinet, judicial Honor Court.
Outstanding
elements..
cooperation, participation,
interest ... in the
discussing, clarifying, and solving of
campus problems. Milestones in the
machine: petitions, campaigns, elections ... "C" book, Bible of campus
law and lore ... honor system honored ... In the making ... competent
citizens.

r,~~~=~~::::~~::::;--~--~~--~--...
a Cabinet

position

Honor Court: admonitory fingers were levelled

House of Representatives:

critical

ears were turned

to campus problems

Paqe

thirty-seven

u. s, s,

•

"The Big fhree"

Campus advocates of the liberal slant ...
with unceasing energy they prodded political torpor;

facts,

Brushing

Page thirty-eight

up for the "C" Quiz,
Wa erloo for Freshmen

with

figures,

influence

and

faults

they presented

of the

regime

UULL~TI~

U()'~l!()S

... are the town-criers of campus affairs

Responsibility to campus government
is not
ended with the election of representatives.
Opportunities for the individual voice to be
heard abound in Amalgamation,
class, and
house meetings. Under discussion ... Soup
Night to ring designs.

House meeting:

occasional

house-cleanings

were necessary

Participating
in the governing forces
of campus was valuable not only for
the engendering
of responsibility
to
immediate
tasks, but also for the
bringing
forth of an ever-growing
and ever-mare-alert
interest in wider,
but not always greener
fields. The
erstwhile
Ivory Tower became the
homefront
fox-hole
...
the home
dinner table often a furious fatherdaughter
tourney of capital vs. labor
... the bridge board a spring-board
for embryonic
but earnest
political

Walter

Lippman gets the

nee-over

opinions .,
evalu1ations. Not overnight, but gradually, the stacks of
newspapers delive ed to dorm and
mailbox multiplied ... Terry and the
Pi rates was s~perse~ed
by Roosevelt ... or Eisenhower
or Bilbo
A coal strike was more than a
cold radiator in a dorm room.

I

Pre-21 practice
Page

forty

On campus ... an example in the making. A
part of the whole puzzle but not apart from
the other pieces. All-perversive
ideas and
ideals, open to individual
interpretation
but
based on universal need. Instead of neglecting,
perfecting ... we found it out or it found us out.

Page
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Religion and student; no schisms, no
catechisms, in general no "isms"; but
certain truisms still stand; a goal of
constructive
social consciousness ...
a real approach by which the campus
individual strives to realize this goal
...
chapel and vespers, traditional
services, where value gained is in
proportion
to effort expended as it
is also with things outside the immediate college community ... charitable and welfare work. One in the
desire for unity of all, and all for the
one-ness of a working religion that
transcends
individual prejudice and
goes beyond the quibbling of creeds
and countries .

. . . attending
Page forty-two

colleagues

Rei igious Counci I

Gold star for purpose and
achievement goes to Religious Council, the campus
agency which, with the devoted aid and interest of
Dr. Laubenstein,
provides
the impetus for a working
religion in the college. The
achievements ...
men of
all faiths as chapel and vespers speakers, International Weekend, inter-collegiate conference attendance,
Sunday-school tea chi n g,
the college chapel.

"Hark the Herald Angels sing"

Organ practice

The chapel is the scene of music in
a vein to be venerated. We are interested ... in Palestrina Society, whose
members study and sing the sacred
vocal polyphony of the 16th century.
We listen quietly ... to Mr. Quimby's
Wednesday afternoon organ recitals,
as the late sun slants through the
chapel windows. We catch our breath
...
as harmony
rises above the
candles of Christmas Vespers.

j

Checkmate!

Before the appearance of
Harkness Chapel, services
were held
in the gym,
C h r i s t mas
Vespers in
Knowlton.
Consequently
Mrs. M. S. Harkness' gift
filled a vital college need.
The cornerstone
was laid
October 14, 1938 ... the
first service held January
14, 1940. Of note ... the
suitability of the modified
Colonial architecture
to
the tradition of the region.
International

Weekend;

"Bonjour" /lGoddag"

"He! a"

.Familiar

Sunday morning

Sincerity

silhouettes

and hard work

On occasion ... dorm corridors
become the scene of theological discussions
prompted
by
anything from Saint Augustine
to a church supper

Tl2A[)ITI()~
The familiar echoes of Moonlight singing, the
May Day garlanded doorknobs at dawn ... did
not constitute
an enigma. But tradition was
more than a candle and a cap and gown ... it
was the ever-appealing
tie to the old that gave
renewed value to the new. It inspired ... and
we revered.

Page forty-seven

Competitive
Plays: ten
days' chaos .. _ miraculously, a play is presented

Good traditions give a feeling of continuity, a sense of belonging. Ineffectual ones stifle and oppress. At
Connecticut
we are still patting
down the soil around our roots, cultivating the growth of traditions
according to their significance for
us. Flexibility not inexorability is the
rule. competf'tive Plays is a tradition
in the form f a mold that can be
filled with ea h class( creative talent.
Each play ... an all-student production, a chall nge to Our talent, an
impetus to cr ativity.

The other side
Page forty~eight

JJWe

never shall abolish the Connecticut-up

"/ have a new white dress but I can't
Spring twilight and
harmony on the library steps. An
original song by a class member ...
and hours of polishing.
The aim:
pianissimo and full crescendos
in
unison. The judges consider ... Mr.
Quimby with mischievous and tanta-

carry a tune."

Outdoor rehearsals

...

mosqui-

toes and monotones

air"

lizing hesitation
presents the winner's cup. "Dreams, dreams, what are
they made of ... " brought us first
prize Sophomore year, but, first or
fourth, it's the thrill of cooperative
accomplishment
that makes Competitive Sing an important creative
tradition.

Ctil2l TMA§
In Christma
Pageant, directed by
the Senior A:rt majors, is expressed
the timeless charm of all Yuletide
tradition. Unforgettable.
choir's
candles starr; g thf darkened Auditorium, the tinglin notes of "Gloria

in excelsis", the expectant hush preceding the unveiling of the Madonna. This year the theme was "The
Perfect
Gift" ...
the setting,
a
Romanesque French cloister.
. the
Madonna, Posy Wittelshofer.

Puck at the piano
"Five more days Itil vacation.
The perennial favorite

Christmas at Connecticut
is the
carolling of frosty-toed
Freshmen,
dorm Christmas trees and parties,
our own "We Three Kings", simulated Santa Clauses, and dinner by
candlel ight.

Preview to the one at home

"We Three Kinps"

"Now is the month of Maying" and
"Connecticut
is robed in green and
gray". Sop hom 0 res synchronized
alarms for dawn and delivered MayDay corsages to still-sleeping
Senior
sisters. Juniors decorated
campus
with blue-and-white crepe paper; no
tree, no bush, no Fanning bannister
escaped. Sen i 0 r s sang from the
Chapel steps in the very early morning. And then.
. strawberries and
cream and the miracle of full attendance at First breakfast was accomplished. Later ... Chapel-time choir
on the Library steps in the sunshine.

The focus is on Father ... as
campus becomes a May-time
Mecca for Dad on Father's Day
weekend: he banquets on roast
beef ... meets the fathers of
oft - mentioned
"B arb y" or
"Twi til or "Susan" ...
turns
temporary Di Maggio for the
father-daughter
baseball game
. . . sees the d aug h t e r he
glimpses fleetingly at vacation
time, and goes home beaming
to describe it all to Mother.

"They mustn't win!" "Did I feel silly
when they found me huddled in the
bathtub I" Room-ransacking
for the
hidden banner, clandestine
committee meetings (our decoys fooled the
enemy) ... a week of friendly espi-

Hercu lean endeavors

...

onage and counter-espionage.
Clues:
Juniors drop them, Sophomores
search. The goal: a slip of paper telling of the class gift, presented
in
replica at the Junior Banquet, to the
college.

. .. Lilliputian

Moonlight

Sing

results

A hissing, booing,

and.

Senior Melodrama unfolds in typical
"Who'll pay the rent? I'll pay the
rent!" fashion ...
excited hilarity
amidst confetti and streamers
...
entre-act song fests ... the eternal
triangle of demure damsel (whistle),
viperous villain (boos), and handsome hero (ah I) .

. howl ing success

Wall-giving:
Seniors relinquish the
to their Junior successors

steps

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered weak and weary,
Over many quaint and curious tomes of economic lore,
While I outlined nearly napping suddenly there came a tapping,
As of someone rudely rapping, rapping at my room's rough door.
"Tis some visitor," I grumbled, "rapping at my room's rough doorOnly this and nothing more."
Ah, distinctly I remember it was in bleak December,
And each iron-hearted teacher wrought his test upon my back,
Eagerly I wished the morrow-vainly
I still sought to borrow,
From my books surcease of sorrow-sorrow
for academic lack,
For that frail and feeble average which the Dean would soon retract.
Nameless here for evermore.
And the steady, grave, urgent pounding on the shaking door
Thrilled me-filled
me with fantastic terrors never felt before,
So that now, to still the beating of my heart, I stood repeating,
"Tis some sad sack entreating entrance, entrance at my room's rough door,
Someone begging cigarettes and coffee from my meager store,
This it is and nothing more."
Presently my soul grew stronger; hestitating
then no longer,
Open wide I flung the door, wishing for my courage more,
Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing,
Doubting, dreaming dreams no student ever dared to dream before;
For the dreadful word then spoken was the whispered word, "The Dean I"
Merely this and nothing more.
Closed, then, I flung the door and started in my work a-new.
But in had stepped a stately spirit, a vision of the omniscient Dean.
Not the least obeisance made she; not an instant stopped or stayed she;
But in the style of proper spirits, wafted past my visage keen,
Perched upon my dusty transom, just above my room's rough doorPerched and sat, and nothing more.
In her hand she bore a scroll of writings dark and ominous,
Which now she opened as she looked and spoke in solemn, heavy tones,
"Your record, Senior, is here engraved of all your thoughts both high
and base.
Listen, now, and hear your past, your present, and your cloudy future."
"Oh, good Dean," I cried, "have mercy. Spare me of my sins of haste."
Quoth the Dean, "Never more!"

Page fiftY-five

Peering from the dusty transom, all in grave and stern decorum,
From the scroll she read these words, as If her soul In them out-poured.
I warned you when you came here as tender, unsuspecting
freshman of
the pit-falls awaiting you. I enlightened you as to your exceptional brilliance and capabilities. I gave you my study hints, my five rules for mental
healthl But did you heed my words? No, you were enticed by the shinybuttoned boys down the street, and the lure of the 10:17. College life,
you were told, was more than academic strivings. You smiled knowingly
when ~t wa;, suggested that you start studying for those tests they called
"incluslves -or something like that-In
your freshman year.
Those the words the visage uttered;
Till I scarcely more than muttered,

not an eyebrow then she fluttered,
"Mercy, Dean, I do repent."

No, repentence was not the foremost feature of your sophomore year. You
turned your attention from the boys down the street to the Iights and
gold braid across the river. You learned to play the sub-base game and
frolic happily in the old, white officer's club at the quiet evening gettogeth I rs. I warned you then about extra-curricular
activities, but you
shunn
my words. Then you came to know the meaning of "sophomore
Ijlg".
u enlightened the freshman as to academic probation. You defined t e socially-unaccepted word "comprehensives".
If in freshman year
u th ught you were going to flunk, in sophomore year you knew you
ere.

f

Thu she sat engaged in stressing, while I no syllable expressing,
To the Dean whose fiery eyes now burned into my bosom's core.

But no, someone was staving off your sentence, and in the summer following your sophomore year, you received the bill for the next. They had
asked you back. You were a junior with unexplored realms ahead. So you
went out in search of America's institutions, and you found the institutions of Yale, Harvard,
Dartmouth, and marriage. Sparkling diamonds on the third finger multiplied like assignments
at midsemesters. Every Sunday-another
lost career. A Junior, yes, almost a
lady.

Senior Day . . . underclass heads bowed
respectfully!

Now you discovered the "whole view". One must
live fully and roundly, seeing all aspects of life. And
so on the week-end, in a flurry of suitcases, fur
coats, and yellow taxis, you struck out for distant
parts of the earth and discovered that life does go
on, even in Hanover, New Hampshire.
All the whi Ie my heart was thinking that no student in days of yore,
Ever yet was blessed with the Dean perched above
her room's rough door.
But, with the advent of tasseled hat, long black
gowns, endless term papers, and silent week-ends,
you realized you were a senior. Oh, the nostalgia of light-hearted
yesteryear and the oppressive gloom of May! Where was the buoyancy of your
youth, and why did the freshmen keep singing, "Poor Ole Senior?" Why
was it you were standing in front ofthe card catalogue whi Ie careless youth
stood waiting for the 10: 17? Silence, si lence, everywhere that significant
silence that means life does go on, even in New Haven. Those resolutions
you had shelved were dusted off and exercised. Life was a symmetrical
carrell with your name on it and furtive trips to the smoking room. You
absorbed knowledge like blotting paper. But faintly ringing in your mind
was the bell of lost gayety. You wanted to return to the nefarious ways
of underclass days and dance to the music of men's voices. Marriage
beckoned with its finger, and the roar and rush of the answering disciples
was thundering. Career waved and called, and a few, some stumbl ing and
looking back, others with a determined lower lip, came to answer. In their
gentle hands the world could be moulded like clay. In their hearts lay the
plan for a new life. In all lay the hope of the future.
These the words the
Till I scarcely more
And still the Dean,
On the dusty, open

visage uttered; not an eyebrow then she fluttered,
than muttered, "Sincerely, Dean, I do repent."
never flitting, still is sitting-still
is sitting
transom just above my room's rough door.
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Saving the past for the present and the future

,,'I

tool

, , , will chuckle,

Our grandchildren,

, ,

The Photograph Album was almost
as important
a possession as the
looseleaf notebook, for few things,
photogenic or not, escaped the Baby
Brownie addicts or the lenses of the
lucky few with Leicas
. and for
the sake of future generations, "This
is Grandma in her college days", the
campus stock exchange of negatives
bought, sold, and swapped flourished
vigorously. Poses were prompted not
by aesthetic sense, but by the desire
to immortalize
on film "the dorm"
... "the gang" ... college.

Home

Merrie

of on-campus

shopping

sprees

Old England hopefully
invades East House
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Connecticut-ups

Clarion call of the camera fiends was
"Nothing Sacred", and friends were
snapped in the shower, posed by traditional stage-prop Winged Victory
... campus was photographed
in the
sun, in the snow, in the legendary
fog ... but in spite of double exposures snapshots were collected ... as
visual "do you remembers".

Beau

"5 -a-n- d-wi
I I"
-WIC hes.

Domesticity
Page sixty

-----~----

Etiquette

forgotten

---

in the ten o'clock

rush

From blue-jeans

to satin

We discovered that creativity did not belong
solely to those with a particular talent ...
as a "spectator sport" it demanded more than
passive appreciation
of a masterpiece ... for
the creative meant not only facility with pen
or paints, it meant constant use of ever-alert
critical faculties.
Page sixty-three

()UAV ~VL~
Quarterly,
f fie i a I undergraduate
rnaqaz ine, took stock of itself, and
the lF~all 1 46-47 edition showed
some refreS~ing and promising innovatio s. Its policy became a unity of
purp~se of he magazine as a whole

It's ~ot bYI chance
that
friends at home know of
you r par
c i pat ion in
Chris,tmas ~ageant, Freshman Skit, qr archery tournamerit. It's all in Press
Boart's di Iigent reporting.
Its j b: to relay news of
your activity
in college
even ~s to hometown newspapers, to dontribute features tellin~ of Connecticut College ~vents to newspapers t h r pug h 0 u t the
nation. The Board, comprised of twelve students,
works with the Pub Iicity
Bureau.

tI
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and a greater variety of material. A
change in format emphasized
the
new "down to business"
outlook.
Quarterly became less glossy, more
compact..
more appealing
to a
greater number of people.

Campus pretenders to Broadway are
the members of Wig and Candle.
They do: acting, scenery and "prop"
work, lighting, make-up ...
They
remember: the glow of the footlights
... the backstage bustling with flats,
paint-pots, and grease paint ... the
nervous
puffs on pre - "Curtain I"
cigarettes.
Outstanding
Wig and
Candle triumph ... this year's polished performance
of The Skin of
Our Teeth.

After-performance

relaxation
stars

of playwright

and

Performers of equal merit

The Skin of Our
Teeth

Headaches over headlines and many
dilemmas over deadlines but the end
product is a record of events, a reflection of opinions, appearing "oldfaithfully"
every Wednesday
evening. Connecticut
College News.
Achievement and merit are in direct
ratio to efficiency, energy, and cooperation.
Long - term planning
is
done in editorial meetings in which
the staff decides news and features
for the coming week, and policy for
the year. Saturday A.M.-assignments are checked, copy is proofread. Monday and Tuesday evenings
ash-trays fill and coke vanishes as
last-minute stories are written, words
are counted for the inevitable space
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requirements.
The presence of Mr.
Jerry Anderson, News' printer and
fairy godfather adds the professional
touch and a good amount of good
natured humor. The regulars we look
for each week: Profi les' sketches,
thumb-nail fashion, of campus individuals of interest. Connecticut-ups
mirror the College Girl in us (sometimes we hadn't known it was showing). What Do You Think asks a
cogent question, gets cross-section
opinion. Caught on Campus gives us
a "social" consciousness!!
Free
Speech often becomes the scene of
pitched battles on points of interest,
timely and timeless.

,
In the first spring: arduous hours of
layout planning resulted at last in
completion of the first milestone on
the path of production ... the dummy, which, as time went on, became
as real to us as Bergen's Charlie. In
the fall: the camera competed zealously with an unfeeling Nature and
leaves that fell too fast ... the call
for more and more pictures continued and sources of flash bulb supply
were ferreted out ... we discarded
calendars and divided our days by
Deadlines ...
the advertising campaign was planned with imagination,
carried out with care. In the winter:

we spoke of bleeds ... zincs.
mortises ...
with a bit of aplomb
... sent engraving orders with anticipation and pored over proofs with
glee ...
struggled to write spacefitting copy ... got brain-waves and
bi lis ... kept our newshound eye and
our camera lens trained on all campus activity
.. deliberated
over
changes and quipped over captions
...
became Deadline conscious in
our sleep. In the spring: final checking and re-checking
...
the longawaited thrill of achievement
...
and a yearbook to every subscriber.

TIl~

WIl()L~

VI~W

Can you make spaghetti and meatballs or a midnight brew of Turk-like
coffee on a dorm hot-plate? Can you
"sew a fine seam" when the whim
for split-second change of curtains
srrikes? Do you hanker, in the fall,
to hammer and upholster,
and re-

Can-open ing gourmets

juvenate bookcase, bulletin board,
or waste-basket
with a new coat of
paint? Perhaps you are adept, in the
spring, at adorning your room with
graceful floral arrangements
of violets plucked furtively from Eas t
House lawn? Or maybe your creative
dabbling is manifest byyour industry
with the inevitable argyle'

Interior

decorating

The homey touch

Horticulturist
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Annual spring signal for creative
talents to be taken out of mothballs
is Five Arts Weekend. A comparative
newcomer, this weekend was established for the purpose of stimulating
campus interest and participation
in
painting,
prose and poetry, music,
drama, and the dance. The program
is planned and coordinated by a student-faculty committee. To be heard
or seen ...
art classes' exhibits in
Lyman Allyn Museum, Dance Group
and Music recitals, lectures by visiting authorities on various phases of
the arts, poetry reading
.. sometimes a student-written-and-produced play.

An original

play

"Fugitive

from Justice"

L' artiste

Page sixty-ni'ne

Radio Club's ambitious program provides valuable opportunities
for radio-minded students, and provokes
more proprietory campus interest in
"The friendly voice of the Thames".
Members do manuscript writing, announcing, publicity, monitoring, and
administration
for the weekly programs presented through the courtesy of New London's station and
Hartford's WDRC.

AI2T

Brain-waves
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over the air-waves

To advertise anything from a bridge
tournament
to aBo tan y lecture
Poster Guild members will whip out
paint, cardboard, and a selling idea.

I~ Tti~

VAST

• • •

Helpful friends told us "what to expect" ... college shops told us "how
to look" ... we were complacent
in
the appropriateness
of brogues and
Braemars, the aptness of ready-made
opinions ...
the mark of the mold
was still on us, but when we weren't
looking a bit of the individual showed
through.

We've succumbed to paint-smeared
blue-jeans and the considered indecision that comes from reaching for
a diploma with one hand and a list of
references with the other ... we take
unlimited nights, and textbooks on
trains ...
we think, and evaluate,
pin a Junior's name on our cap and
gown, and wonder ...

I~

Tti~

f'UTUl?~ •••

We'll keep our insatiable desire to
gather,
and find meaning
in, the
puzzle pieces ... we may spruce up
our business selves and take to a
typewriter, smooth our satin selves
and march down the aisle, dust off
our itching foot and travel highway
and high sea, pamper our bump of
knowledge
with further
academic
delving ...
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In our search to complete the puzzle picture we went from chaos
to an orderly viewing of the kaleidescopic whole; we saw the value
of each piece-its
relation to us, its place in the pattern.
Page
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Behind us there was much ... but before us a door opened to the
knowledge that the gathering of pieces and discovery of their
shape and meaning would go on ...
Page
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Abby

JEAN ABERNETHY

PRISCILLA J BAIRD

The slow sizzle, long whistle type ...
kerchief tied every way but the usual
way ... "oogie" ... fair minded, broad
minded, and bright minded
flair for
fashion ... crowded love life
Dartmouth weekends in taxicabs
"Can I
have a drag on your ciqare tte?"
The
Big Three ... pleasing with paints and
palette ... sudden wisdom ... no giggle
sans blush ...
"I wasn't all over the
idea" ... frankness ... organizing
ability ... self-assurance.

The girl who can make you laugh at
breakfast ... The philosophic Art major
...
Listen for the laugh and you can
find her ...
"Got an exam tomorrow,
what's at the movies toniqh t?"
dry
humor ...
mimic irrepressible
.
"Leave us organize!"
...
responsible
...
adventurous
...
Ever ready for a
bull session
frank ... "Let me cut
your hair."
a valuable friend ...
life of the party
.

Prill
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Sandy

Pond's girl ... "My husband just called
me" ... "Got a letter from the senator"
. turned-up nose ... "Are you ready
for breakfast?" ... "I'm gonna change
my room around" ...
Ceramics and
coffee grinder ...
"He's a real sweet,
though"
"My grandmother
from
California"
piquant ... "But that's
the weekend of Wesleyan houseparties!" ... "My third going away suit"
... pint size ... the unfinished sweater
...
"Wait'll you hear what I cooked
this weekend" ... bride of the year ...

"It doesn't make any difference,
it's
purely relative.".
. caffein and nicotine ...
Snack Bar habituee ... "My
want's getting bigger" ... "Bolero" ...
philosophy bump ... star-gazer ... fish
night out ... Planding Island.
. the
hat with the bird ... ponders over problems of humanity.
. Never been west
of Newton
always adaptable ...
enigmatic
Tabu ... "I've measured
out my life in coffee spoons".

Margie

MARY MORSE BALDWIN

MARJORIE

J. BARRIE

Betty

Sweet innocence and a quiet charm ...
New Jersey lingo
"Cleo" ...
Still
waters run deep
Elfin grin and blue
eyes ... The "empty" room ... "What'll
I wear?" ... of men and miniatures ...
Chem-toned
blub jeans.
, . Perpetual
pink cloud sinte October
9th ...
"5 poo k" .,.
"BuI t I ha t e brridge r ...
Non compis mJntis ...
"Wash hair
night" ,
Laughable and lovable. , .
The right combination
of the world's
best ingredients.

1

t

'1

NANCY

BLADES

RUTH

E, BARRY

"To thine own self be true" , .. third
floor alarm clock, .. "And did I tell you
about George?" , . , "Let there be light!"
· . , The eyes have It! ... skirt replaces
blue jeans only in times of dire necessity
· . , inveterate
athlete
.. , Pugnosed
pertness and a personality
by Puck. , .
can handle anything
from DDT
to
e.G.A . , . "Oh I hate to write papers"
· .. from P.O. to "Hello" ... forever labbound ... "Come in if you can get in I"
· . , Rhumbas and Rachmanioff
. , , high
aspirations and what it takes to achieve
them. , .

Wally
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Phe

PHOEBE J

BLANK

Laughs up the scale ... "No, I'm not
fourteen"
bright eyes and cheeks of
rosy red
blackboard reminders ...
"Guess what?" ... coiffure a la Prince
Valiant ...
keeper of the flame
.
"May I borrow a piece of gum~"
.
Phoebe-bird ... the weekly phone call
... Charles Addams fiend..
shower
soprano ... a life-time history revealed
in her note-book doodlings ... "I really
want to work for a year after collegebut ... "

c.c.'s Wrong Way Corrigan ... sincere
and generous ...
,Math, movies, 'n
Music ... Sunday mornings in bed ...
incurable hair twirler
It's a bird, it's
a plane, it's Shirley
midnight: correcting math books
Shirl-Pearl ...
owner of the tempermental
tin Lizzie
... "Does teacher have a pet at Chapman Tech?" ... impossible to find an
inch on that bulletin board ... "Life"
begins in Room l03-but
doesn't stay
long ...
Magazines plus Radio equals
Homework.

SHIRLEY E. BODIE

Shirley
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Bogie

/
ELIZABETh! C

BOGERT

JOAN P BROWER

Vim vigor and femme fatality ... the
outdoor girl from the word "go" ...
"P.E. is really harder than you think"
all her men looked alike but one
io~ked better than the rest ...
"Hey
kids" ... long lithe limbs
photogenic
... CG.A.
c. CO.c.
prexy of the
Senior class
genial, girlish, and gay
...
looking forward to june for more
reasons than one.

"jeepars !" ... "This is absolutely the
last time I'll ever leave a theme to the
last night."
"What ya doin', Flower~"
· .. An "if"
jazz fiend ... A monopoly on the shower ... The green room
· .. "Psychologically
speaking:".
.A
friend to all ... Never an unkind word
· .. Perennial jeans ... Her vic isn't the
only reason for her popularity ...

Brow
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Cyn

"Singin' in the bath tub, singin' for joy"
, , ' We here predict she wi II be the historical novelist of the future, , , "Sure,
I'll take your wait" , , ' quiet but intense
, , she harbors a priceless dry sense of
humor few can excel,
,"Everything
worth doing is worth doing well" , , '
always ready with a helping hand
schedules no one else would tackle"Early to bed, early to rise" , , , unfailing
nightly hair-setter,

"Garsh, the hull thing was a riot I" , , ,
downstreet , , , from Crisco to Spry in a
year and a half, , ' infectious giggle, , ,
"They call them hour writtens at Wesleyan" , ' , "I hate it, I hate it, I hate it,
Th e "fitr'ernert ,s b rrid e "
I won 't go, I" "
of Fanning sophomore year, , ' water,
water everywhere-well,
14 glasses a
day, , , They say it with flowers, , , "But
you should have seen me in the fifth
grade" , , ' honorary Zoo, major
Looks like Piglet, acts like Pooh,

CYNTHIA

MARGARET

E, BROWNE

0, CAMP

Margie
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Cempie

Sleeping through breakfast
"But I
don't want a feather cut I"
incredible
eyelashes ...
th~t laugh
tiny and
terrific: photoqrapher's
model
that
senior fire-ball in baby chem
a doting auntie ... "Si!r Richard"
sl ides
to breakfast at 8 :29
"No chocolatedate next weeken "
Cornell football
games ...
"California
calling" . . .
"Which color nail polish looks best?"
... ''The infi~I'mary i call ing, Miss Campbell."
fie Id trip to Yale ... "another
cold?"
Botany, rahms, and Beta.

I

ANN

I

CARLISLE

BARBARA

B. CAMPBELL

Fairy foot ...
"For my part I tel! the
truth and shame the devil" ... "Is anybody getting up at 5?" ...
Ruddy look
of scrubbed health ...
Perpetual
diets
(why~) ...
Camels and coffee ...
"Doesn't anyone want to give a party?"
... The unexpected-she
will succumb
every time ...
genial, generous
and
genuine ... Universal interest and sympathetic understanding
... "Raw oysters
and chocolate sauce-umm
I" ... April
27th ... "No one has a head like mine
but Aunt Cora"
Endurance, vitality,
and enthusiasm
100 per from head
to feet.

Jinx
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Janice

JANICE

COHEN

Petite, pert, and positive ... intellectual
interests and astounding artistic ability
...
Arizona enthusiast
lass in a
leotard ... winsome way
"I just can't
'transish'
between
these two paragraphs" ... walks with a pitter-patter
. , . "I'm so-o-o worried" .. , Amelioration is her pol icy ... neat, thorough, and
always a job well done.

A-a-ah, that Boston accent ... "What
shall I wear, kids?" ... nightmares filling out Railway Express forms, .. "Will
someone please get my mail?" ... rain,
shine or snow, her hair is always just so
. anyways ...
radio mystery fiend
... "What's New York got that Boston
hasn't?"
but it's pronounced
"Quinzy"
cheeseburger
and chocolate milk shake ...
"I want a phone
call" ... dash to breakfast at 8 :29 ...
"He has a good soul" ... "Is my cheek
swollen aqain? - these teeth of mine
have some nerve I"

RUTH

A

COLCORD

Ruthie
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Cappie

CATHERINE

I. COLE

"What was I talking about before I got
sidetracked?"
"Gotta
wait for a
phone call."
"Billy says:" .. Nescafe
is her middle name ...
an ever ready
companion
for trips to the Snack Bar
... those grey socks ... mathematically
inclined ...
a joker with a poker face
...
vivacious ...
loveable ... a good
listener ... practical and dependable ...

Practical idealist ...
"I haven't read
yesterday's Times yet"
U.S.S.A. ...
friend and confidante
letters to her
Congressman ... "I'd like to take issue
with you on that point Dr. Cross"
well-wisher . . . copper - colored com.
plexion in the summer ... "No modern
conveniences in my house-not
even a
can-opener I" ... stock quotations ...
"Ahhh-Shredded
Ralston I" ... quantitative dater ... tennis enthusiast.
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Copie

Art or art
Army true blue ... parlor
philosopher
cynical witticisms ...
casual adaptability ... positive that the
bes tin life is none too good ... " according to Dr. Cross" ... incurable cartoon·ist . . . "T omorrow ' s egg d ay. I" . .. c Iu tt er
everywhere but in the mind
anywhere
Pence hangs his hat is home
classic
legs ... one of the "bedder" students
· .. "Pooh, did you water the plants?"
· .. delightfully determined ... honesty
to the nth ... our human comedy ...
House of Cope hospitality.
. to know
her is to be her friend.
Unusual combination of scientific interests with sensitivity and feeling ...
thinks in a straight line between two
points ... the strength of will and patience with details ... because ... "It's
the little things that make the big things
things big" ... a gleeful expression at
the sound of drums, martial music, and
"good jump tunes" ... but
Palestrina
very much in evidence
quick game
of tennis before supper
"people can
be sincere".

JANE M. COPE

MARY E. CORNING

Mar
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Cosh

She awakens in th morning with a song
on her lips ... Na~ Air Corps
fluttery ... naive sop istication
"look
at that plane I" . .. uch preparation for
momentous occasions . . . Oh! those
train trips' .. 1. consbentious movie-goer
...
cosh ism ... [ According to Miss
Oakes according to Miss Burdick, and
so on,'ad infinitum ... lux Radio Theatre ... "Well, tha 's just your opinion"
... "Someone take that call for me" ...
"St. louis 'A1oman' ...
dance routine
up the hall ./.. ''I'll see you again" ...
"I'm so-o-o tired!"

JANE E. COULTER

MARJORIE

COSH

And she laughed 'til the tear drops fell
... inveterate grapefruit
lover ... "My
man Ham" ... legs
Sunday Times
crossword puzzles
an idealist and
sentimentalist
...
"But cats are such
poohs !" ... a joy to know-easy
to love
... warmth and sincerity ... subtle and
side-splitting
Coulterean
humor-prolonged reaction to own jokes ... a friend
is a prized possession, friendship a timeless thing.

Jane
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Finky

FRANCES

R. COX

Coyness doesn't hide her ability ..
Active accelerator ...
Petty girl ...
From breaking hearts to mending ills at
Yale Nursing School.
. spontaneous
contortions
...
adorable dancer who
adores to dance ... "buzzer belle" ...
''I'll never learn to play bridge if you
don't let me play" ... April 27th ...
"Gee whiz-hours
n' hours of Chem.
Lab" ...
effortless A's
Lovely to
look at, delightful to know
the loyalist of loyal friends.

Puddy

Erin - go - bragh - Ireland's most frequent
visitor ... troopship aversion ... Williefull weekends with the accent on Eli ...
eyes that can be dreamy or twinkling
... shy and infectious humor ... "Have
to do a paper for Ernst" ... sweetness
and graceful serenity ... one of the few
who doesn't consider blue jeans a 'must'
... Mackian phi losopher ... world-wide
sightseer ...
future plans include an
Irish estate complete with tweedy husband ... patience and dignity ... has
yet to experience a New London Saturday and Sunday ...
"What's playing
downtown?".

PRISCILLA M. CRIM

1
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Mary Agnes

MARY A CUDDY

MARION

E. DALTON

The giggle that defies description
...
"I hate to ti trate" ...
famous for ten
course lunches, all in one lunch-box
.
likes: serious bridge and swimming
.
definite
ideas, readily expressed
.
"I rish eyes".
. friendly ...
general
factotum at Commuters'
parties ... has
happy faculty for making Freshmen feel
at home ... meat loaf her specialty ...

My name is MARION ... Pepto-Bismol
addict .... Rolling hills to Wesleyan and
taxicabs to Dartmouth ... Weekly trips
to the barber ... "What'd
I say wrong
now?" ...
The Social Accountant
.
College aim: to get 8 hours sleep
.
Always laughing-always
loved ... Knit
one, drop two ...
Frequent parties in
Hartford ... Viceroys at exam-time ...
"But I am not a Freshman!"
... Lively
as her namesake ... Sunny disposition
and an open heart.

Squirl
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JD

Sweet sophistication ... pink papers
.
The Mole ... "But I don't want to"
.
"It's not in my schedule"
Allergic to
on a Saturday night
A girl with
more than brains
"Watertown is not
in the sticks"
"Right across from
Taft" ... Always congenial-but
temper para t'us. . . . "Th a t' s f or sure " ...
Studies horizontally - the answer to
those footprints on the wall
Extracurricular activities-men
"I'm Always R a c i n g Chain Bows" ... The
strongest minds are often those of whom
the noisy world hears least.

c.c.

From office boy to president - Mr.
Quimby will be tired of me ...
"I'm
staying up all night kids - well, 12
o'clock anyway!" ... Dishonorary member of the Anti-phibete Club ... Falling
star of the Sophomore Softball team ...
"To quote my mother and Charles R.
Brown-'you
have to have faith and
aspirin'"
...
"I have to fix my tenth
lamp, the other nine aren't strong
enough I" ... Senior transfer to New
Haven ... Cow eyes and spaniel ears ...
Just an Eeyore.

JANICE

ELIZABETH

DAMERY

G. DAVIS

Bette
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Diz

Freshman memorie - that angel robe
· .. those green eyes I ith their soft light
· .. a lady to the nt1degree
... the PC
564-that
explains it ...
"I am not
blushing" ... neat nd tidy ... noted
for her trips to'the li!rary at seven sharp
Smog
· .. "Aw, gee whiz, fellas!" ...
and Pittsburg~-hm
she loves it I ...
Cherry blosso1s ... Aura Lee.

JACQUELINE

DORRANCE

DOROTHY

A. DISMUKES

One of "My Three Gals" ... John Whitcomb's model ... friendly frankness ...
Lenape, oh, Lenape ... her heart belongs
to daddy ...
a gullible listener ...
happiest when helping ... "I'm not eating this week!" ... eager for knowledge
... sympathetic
listener ...
"I'm just
the same ole me!" ... Home sweet home
...
domestic dynamo ...
"But kids,
there are so many advantages to Nursery
School" ... she'll never forget that jeep
ride ...

Jackie
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Dut

ELIZABETH

J

DUTTON

Chapel-bell is her alarm clock ... That
memorable week-end at Harvard ...
Impeccably groomed ... Puns til we cry
Uncle ...
Grade-A Dutton ... Crossword puzzles at 3 A.M .... WaIl-shattering solo laughter echoes from her room
...
Sanford Tribune is her Bible ...
"And God said 'Let there be land', and
there was Maine"
Papers with punchlines-De
Ballet
Pole-Dancer.
Betty Button ...
Idealistic realist.
Sympathetic
listener ...
Paradox of
noise and poise.

"My diet starts tomorrow" ...
"How
many calories in an artichoke"
...
A
postcard from Sun Valley ... "Oh, the
skiing in Denver-and
the ski sweater
still unfinished" ... "The best chocolate
cake, but 'twas caught in the train
strike"
Cukehead, the human alarm
clock
Never meets the deadline ...
"When did that happen? What:> Where
was I:>"... "1 could eat pie from the top
of his head, but he was a sweetie" ...
Off to the hairdresser ...
The horse
wasn't tall enough, her feet touched the
ground ...
Woodhue at 8 A. M ....
Straight out of Harper's ..

JACQUELINE

O. EVERTS

Jackie
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Sylvia

SYLVIA JOY E FARBER

E. TERRY FARNSWORTH

Psychology major with emphasis on tests
and measurments
"Fae," a fond topic
of conversation
the kind of face that
says "hello"
tri-weekly commuter
from Hartford, rising at dawn ... paradoxically: easy going and a hard worker
... "smiling eyes" ... student of serious
. t en t ... "G 0 t any gum. ~"
In

That natural look ...
straddling the
'cello' ...
"Gotta steam my hair" ...
"The four Farnsworth girls" ... "That
Scotch insurance man"
"Don't I have
a good sense of humor?"
Special deliveries every Friday ...
"Are my ears
showinq?" ... collection of plaid skirts
"My sister, Frannie"
The 49
minute tubular creation
"1 met him
at Mory's" ...
P.K
"Guess what,
Kids" ... pink pills
blue jean queen.

Terry
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Marge

"Puppy love, I love that dog" ... "West
Hartford, please" ...
"Well, doesn't
anyone get the point?" ...
"But two
pairs of dungarees are much warmer"
...
"Avine, Evine, and so forth"
.
protector of the Iittle and the weak
.
affability ... a laugh a minute ... short
stories before tests I ... "I t's no use kids,
I tell you, it's no use-I
just can't do it
all" ... likes a philosophical "discussion"
. 'A ura L'ee " .
. .. "L e t' s sing
"Whoo?-Hush
y'all"
Sliceburger
habit-"Perfume
Kitten"
A blossom
from the orange state
Abi I ity to get
fun out of anything
A welcome asset
to any group ...
"Am I tanner than
Mel?" ...
Sparkle, spontaneity,
and
sincere enthusiasm.
. Late hours and
heated discussions ... Generosity hard
to excel
"My buddy Freud" ... April
27th
Casual photography at inopportune moments ... Spasmodic spurts
of versatile "creativity"
... Pragmatic
convert ... "Raw oysters and chocolate
sauce, umrn" ... "You just know this
is fun".

MARJORIE

L. FARREL

ELIZABETH

H. FAULK

Candy
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Jeff

''I'll take an F"
Changes her major
with the Weather
All afternoon napsessions-all
nig t paper-sessions
...
Hides the awful li1C TOC in the closet
... Ought to get
Ph.D. in Badminton
...
Live wIre at any party ...
Reads
Webster for the ords-overlooks
the
meanings. , . Frequent parties in Hartford ... Ka~ie Hepburn II ... Side splitting wit with a ~oker face ...
That
aristocratic look ... Slender sophistication ...
Poise a d graciousness ...
Wonderful to kno ,easy to love.

MARIE T. FAZZONE

JEAN

FAY

Marie-the
dawn is breaking ... CO.
of the P.O ....
Sentimental
Cynic ...
Weakness for the sons of Eire ... Common sense, but with imagination
...
"Now, when I'm ambassador"
... midnight bridge sessions ... "How do you
know what I'm thinking?"
... no pretention ...
Hears you out at any hour
... "Comes the revolution and we'll all
have fur coats" ...
telephone phobia
... "But I like being a pessimist" ...
Just buzz, Fuzz.

Fuzzy
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Fergy

ANNE

FERGUSON

Word for the week ... "Can I read you
this, it won't take a minute?" ... spontaneous imitations ...
"And she shall
find laughter where ever she goes" ...
the whistler ... "But I can't throw those
out, I got them on my sixth birthday!"
... beautiful white shoulders ... "Do
you think. it's as blonde as it used to be?"
... the rabbit ... continual contortionist ... artistic sensitivity ... completely
delightful.

Calls at 12:37V2-gangway!
... "You
can tell a Hahvahd man"
"Look at
the muscles in my legs!"
sleeping
in the bathtub ... "But even still" ...
"Hey, look fellers" ...
every word a
gesture..
"Did you see Dahl today?"
...
"Does anyone have any letters to
i socia. bl e an d sunny ...
mal.'I~" . .. s he
e IS
Butch and Doc ... "I'm not quite ready;
be down in a minute" ... Such beautiful
nails.

MARY

E. FRENNING

Fren
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Frommie

ANNE FROMM

PRISCILLA

GARDNER

Serious intentions
"I just love to
browse in the library"
Sun worshipper
"I feel bratty"
Bang-up ArmyN~~y weekend
.. .: Sh~mpoo manufacturer's delight.
.. Let s talk kids-Just
five minutes"
...
a true friend
a
laugh all her own ...
generosity
.
Blue jeans forever - with patches too
... Lake Placid I , ... taste for clothes
..
frankness
... Test in five minutes
-I'd
better study ...
She shall have
music'

"Oh kids, Joe has to fly this weekend"
...
genius for story-telling
and facial
imitations
...
monogramed
sweaters
and flannel slacks ...
no sabe ... another back rower . . . beer-mugs
...
always a fourth for bridge
future
occupant
of the Rhodehouse
"psychologically speaking"
... laughing eyes
and upside down smile ...
bleeding
hearts on Mother's
Day
.. financial
reports from her broker ... girl of gold
bracelet fame ... after dinner congregations in her room ... weekends in Sherman ... she wears a pair of silver wings.

Prill
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Dixie

Idealist with her feet on the ground ...
brown eyes, long hair, long legs ... "the
difference between the Monarchamachs
and the anti-Royal ists is:" ... deep sense
of values ... "did you hear my typewriter
last niqht?" ... Nescafe's sole supporter
· .. Sardines and lobster during all-night
sessions ... more papers than Pickwick
· .. interesting,
intelligent,
incomparable sparkle ... Tigress, tailored clothes,
and March suntans ... generals in September ...
a missing link senior year
· .. the special charm that is Dixie.

Oh. that walk ... Two weeks' work in a
night ... the early alarm
Scintillating
eyes and hair by Herbex
Tennis fiend
· .. "I love to flirt" ... "Oh, I really was
going to work tonight" ... "Connecticut's Michelangelo"
.
Reminders to
look at reminders.
argumentative
idealist ... a Gibson girl ... poetry lover
from Donne to Dorothy Parker ... anaIyst ... "Awwww I" ... Loyalty to the end.

MARTHA

D. GENTSCH

BARBARA A. GIRAUD

Babs
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Mickey

Boston ... "Aid just how do you pronounce 'rjlmahk?" ...
curly hair and
brown eyes ... "Squeel" ... poison ivy
victim ... "I t'thysterical!"
always
thinking of th other person
seriously r r I hittl s" away the weekends
... "And then e was bounced for fifteen-"
.. "t,-pple pie and Cheese,
please" ...
"'1'hy, it was the mostAnd then well t was so much-And
then sheL". ."I was so scared, I
couldn't ~bep ml feet on the floor." ...
Coast Gu,rd for e'er ... "Aura Lee".

PATSY GOLDMAN
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MARGARET

BROWN

GODDU

That indestructible
green suit
Carrells from September to June
Standard lyrics-original tunes..
Beautiful
face and figure ...
Disposition divine
· .. sleepshades to bed ... Laundry boxes
of caviar ... "sorry no peanut butter"
· .. "But she couldn't make up her mind"
· .. "I'm going on a diet; no third helpings" ... She can't add, she can't subtract, but she knows what the score is
· .. One Missourian who hasn't been to
the White House
Return appearances on Dean's List
Mmm, those
clothes!

Margot

MARGOT

. k
Q UIC

Poise, charm, and Grace .
sets the
campus styles,
.. "If you only knew
what smoking does to you" , .. Lowel
Lodge , , , thoughtful
and neat ...
weakness for sad movies ...
her mail
box never collects dust, , . antique addict . , . Her Hank, , , Winter Carnival
and Green Key ... The Great Planner
, phone calls in the wee hours ...
"Hattie and Powers" ... tennis enthusiast, .. Chen Yu nails, , .xiown-to-ear th
... loves avocados and orchids ... aim:
to manage "the good doctor's" clinic
. , . shoes and accessories ... responsible
plus ...
up on what's new and what's
news.

GRACE

wi
WI t . . . "Wh' ere s J eanne.

")" . ..

hot fudge and whipped cream sundies
· . banana splits when she has 35c ...
midnight oil so often burned ... "my
Dd
o gers-walt . t i'II nex t year " ". "I've
got to do my math",
.Toves all music
· , . she covers the waterfront for props
· ' , success of Math Club and Commuters' parties rests on Jackie ... carried
the pan in the candlelight procession to
the fourth floor.

JACQUELYN

GREENBLATT

Jackie
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Charlotte

CHARLOTTE

E. GREENFIELD

JEAN M. GUMPORT

True scientific mind
scout leader .. ,
contagious
laugh
very hard worker
always ... The girl who is always trying
to straighten
out her curly hair ... Religious Counsel-er
...
expressive gestures ... "No, but I mean,-"
... a real
bridge whiz and a tit-tat-toe expert ...
resolved not to say, "Isn't this enough
to jar your preserves?" ... Lisle Fellowship.

Jean, Jean, the jumping bean ... The
eternal planner ... "Give me a good hot
game of solitaire" ... Early to bed ...
"Oh, N.Y., how I love it"
"Jean,
you're blushing"
...
Gumpy
The
calomine kid ... "There are not enough
songs on this program" ... Frustrated
songstress ... In love with the world ...
"Want me to get your mail?" ... infectious laugh
doubtful wit, but her
friends love it
Perennial good humor
... daddy long legs

L
Jean
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Sunny

Lab gab ...
sweetheart smile
"I
bounce easy" ...
poise and boys
.
vision through a test tube ... constant
self-bemused chuckles ... concentration
and creativity ... Pal Alling ... "What's
your trouble bubble?" ... shuffle slippers
Sunny-and
this time we mean
it
"see you in the AM"
one of
c.c.'s future "hen" medics
always
seeking ... determination
she loves
to sing and can ... the essential element.

Six A's and twelve overnights per semester ... "P.M. says" ... radiant smile and
sparkling eyes ... life blood of the USSA
· .. oh, if she were only in Washington
· .. modest wea rer of the Ph i Bete key
· .. busy woman, but never too busy to
lend a helping hand ...
overcrowded
mailbox ... playground for stray germs
· .. inexhaustible supply of gum, cigarettes ... pie plate wall decorations ...
C. c.'s candidate for the first woman
president ... Schlitz shampoos ... slacks
and slings.

MURIEL

SUSANNE

HANLEY

H. HANNOCH

Sue
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Muriel

Stubborn chin and mirthful blue eyes
...
ChLckles till her sides burst ...
"That's not bad"
Dean's list ... "Let's
open a window"
"I just don't have
time to do it['-she
does it ...
Four
years and still no jeans ... Prexy of Commuters'[Club '1' . blushes beautifully ...
House junior par excellence
...
Well
known jnd well deserved ... "[eepers"
... A g od HJrt.

ELLEN G. HASSON

MURIEL

HART

Headline nightmares
... "Who brought
the paper up?"
"No, I'm Nellie" ...
strong-wi lied
Miss B I u nt's
redtopped reporter
a maximum of papers in a minimum of hours ... on bended knee, Miss Dilley ... "Isn't that my
white sweater you're wearing, Mary:>"
... "What's the hurry?"
You'd never
know she had a closet
genius with a
pen ... humor with a touch of sarcasm
... commuting between News and Press
Board ... our human comedy.

Nellie
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Mary

MARY T. HASSON

Always there with a helping hand
"Oh, you mean my sister".
. grinding
and grinning ... "Gram was here-we
eat again" ... perpetual posture picture
posed ... chemical confusion ... champion of the underdog ... Chem problems' child ... "Oh my goodness" .
acid-eaten jeans.
. Mary and Nell ie:
one note each ... "Only thirteen hours
of lab this year l" ... "Who'il go to the
Snack Bar?"
Conn. Yankee with a
Southern accent
Socks that will never
get finished.

"Sshh-don't
disturb the creative impulses" ...
our bouncy Tigger-back
and forth to New London in two minutes
flat ... "I read it in a book" ... "But
I've got to get an A to balance my C"
...
perpetual inky index finger ...
"Botany's such a lady-like major-grrh"
... the pause that might mean a finesse
. "I'm not a horticulturist".
. pert
glasses on a pert girl ... "1 think I'll go
to bed-in
fact I already have" ...

JEAN H. HEMMERLY

lean
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Pat

PATRICIA

GLORIA

J

HENDRIX

R. HENRY

Our dark-haired
gal who always has a
sunny disposition ...
"Who's going to
help me with my French toniqht?"
.
Everything's up to date in K.C., Mo
.
"Let's change the room around"
.
Twinkling eyes ... Feather-cut enthusiast ... Silly giggle ... "Anybody got a
cigarette?"
... Bathtub harmony ... Always ready for excitement
Sincere
· .. Thinks puns are funny
'Madison
and sunburns are synonomous to Pat ...
One of the regulars at the after-dinner
bridge game ... Full of suggestions.
"Red", the one with the quick smile ...
slender ... dark ... blue eyes
cheerful the minute she wakes up
"Would
you save me some fruit?"
indooroutdoor gal, ready for fun at all times
· .. "But my hair isn't curly!" ... runs
a corner grocery with the food she constantly r e c e i v e s from home ... Her
room's an open house at all odd hours
· .. "But this is only my fifth cigarette
today." ... "Chocolate milkshake with
vanilla ice cream, please." ...
Glo's a
grand person to run to when you're feeling low.

Glo
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Joanie

All those intriguing ski trips
those
6:30 A.M. rides around the ring
that
seemingly casual scholastic approach
with Dean's List results ... rumba fan
· .. international
interests galore ...
"toujours gai" personality ... "QuarterIy" queen ... spic and span appearance
· .. professional weekender who supports
the New Haven railroad.

"Nationalize
it, that's the only answer"
· .. Monday nights at the News office
· .. peanut butter and crackers ... perpetually typing papers ... "It's raining
again!" ... Point 0' Woods and White
W·Ings . . . "N ot app Ie co bbl e..I" . . "1' ve
got that feeling, it's my intuition" ...
a cynic on the surface only ... her soap
,an d ca I'amine. .. "1'm hungry " ... In.
tensely interested ... advice for every
occasion ... accepts the inevitable ...
Coup de Cheveuz Chez Marie ... efficient flurry I

JOAN

HICKEY

MARIE G. HICKEY

Ree
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Lu

Wonderf I spontaneous wit with a subtle twist ...
la la palooza Su ...
her
room and wardrobe be in blazing red
.
Cocomalt at 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11
.
Naugatuck on the Naugatuck!
... What
a hollow leg for food ... Ec. major, but
a business bus
She's the very image
of her Dad
"Spare" time sunk in
Seaside , unda school and social work.

LUCIA

B. HOLLERITH

LUCINDA

J.

HOADLEY

Her "No stuff" can be no self-portrait
...
will always amount
to something
latitudinally
...
the eyes have it ...
gentle in a violent sort of way ... could
talk the wings off the walrus' pigs ...
frail and whimsical, something between
a dream and an anthym and very comforting ... searching for something of
an unchartable
color such as might flash
on a sea-bird's wing ...
a prospective
Monet if she doesn't peter out.

Ceezey
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Has

DORIS G. HOSTAGE

"Crossword puzzled" ... neatness personified ... round-robin family mail ...
mystery woman in red boots.
. lovely
model features ... April 27th ... Dependable dialer of the buzzing dynamo
(her radio-ed.) ... prescribed intervals
for return mail..
animated spontaneity.
collector of small essentials for
dispersion to all ... Bed time nightmare
in red .. mid-afternoon
snoozes ...
one of the three
custodian of peanut
butter and jelly
senior splurge of
stored-up weekends.

Always on her way to Holmes Hall ...
"Holy Moley!" ... to bed at 10 :00, and
still hates to get up ... The Appetite
... "But that's not Christian"
.. Indispensable roommate ... Passion for furniture moving ... pet peeve: baseball
broadcasts ...
"Gleeps I" ... idealist
... hymn-singer at odd hours ... nice
to come home to ... "Dor" ... loyalty,
sympathy, sincerity.

BARBARA S. HUBER

Barbie
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Hump

JANET

NANCY

5 HUMPHREY

S. IMMERMAN

Constantly knitting
"But I'm going
.ro sell this pair!"
sympathetic
...
CG.A ... picnics and dances ... "But
he can't ask us that!" ... "Really, they
. K entuc k y " '" an "if"
do wear s h oes In
I
... Her ski weekend
"please call me
Jan" ... good listener
generous ...
domestically
inclined
everything in
her room from plastic cement to knitting needles, and everything in its proper niche ...

Augustus
git gat gittle ... "Ready,
kidde?"
Max Schulman's competition ... dances in her dreams ... there's
no ceiling on her will ... animated toothpick with a dreamy look ... "Stupy's my
man!" ... Miss G. Fox and Co .... Grand
Central Bill Unamended
...
flash ...
"But I don't like it" ... a devil with angel
food cake
Dad's latest joke ... symphony lover
rabbit nose ... ladylike
and charming
she's got a pocketful
of dreams ... imaginative imp ... overwhelming sincerity.

Immy
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Peggy

The glass of fashion ... bright copper
hair curled at five minute intervals ...
vague ... a Lord Louis fan ... "Do you
really think my hair is growing~" ...
gullible, never on time and so light on
her feet ... have you heard her latest
idea~-about
the Barn ... "Shall I get
tanned and freckled or just stay white?"
... a passion for Peter Hunt package in
wallpaper and PINK ... "But I really do
need a good silk dress!" ... famous for
the way she tells a joke.

Short in stature, but none can match her
I"
. .. "oass
pass th e pepper, pease
... "Wh en
are they going to clear up that mess in
China?" ...
"Huntington
has lots of
possibilities;
give it a chance - it'll
grow."
"Kids, I had that dream
again"
"Will you three psych. majors
stop analyzing me" ... flair for impersonations ... "You cap ita lis t !" ...
"'youse is a good kid!" ... short little
bui lder-upper.

MARGARET

ELFRIEDA

N. INGLIS

M. JENO

Freddy
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Pooh

Bewitching beauty ... the eyes have it
· .. affectionate, generous and genuine
· .. the special delivery man's pet ...
perennial white buzzer ... Doesn't air
her troubles, but Iistens to others'
Minnie Mouse feet ... exhuberance
to
exhaustion .. 1. "I know you'll kill me,
but 5 spades')
complete extrovert
· .. Botjicelli rair
born with a silver
brush i her mouth and a flai r for the
creative ... Atll American Girl ... "so
long as you I 'ok good on the courts!"
· .. stri(tlY s perior.

JOAN

L. JENSEN

"Now in New York ... r ••• independent
type ... "Got some new records" ... Ec.
Seminar; Iiving from Thursday to Thursday ... "How tall is he?"
plaid pedal
pushers-no
dungarees
"Why NOT
free interprise?"
"Stormy Weather"
in the shower
personality analyzer
...
Finals: "Everybody knew but me l"
... head rules heart
News' business:
debits and credits
"Couldn't live
without a radio" ... Bridge according to
the book ...
"Come to Baby, do" ...
Efficiency plus.
t

VERA A. JEZEK

Vee
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LOIS R. JOHNSON

L'affair d'arnour ... Bile salts and Lipase
... "that wonderful roastie-toastie feeling"
real ... sailing in the good old
days
"How tall is he?" ... natural
curl for a natural girl ... late date with
a drawing board ... nonchalant generosity ... depth finding expression.
sunshine-earlyriser ...
Zoo. lab. to
Harkness Chapel and back again etc.
etc. ... those Johnson similies ... faith
.rri ulif e an d beauty...
"H' I, s ky. n

"Really I'm JUST SENT!" ... soft but
mischievous eyes
motherly instincts
...
intelligent
hearty laugh {and
BLUSH'} ... phooey on careers ... Ed
doesn't like any dress but a black dress
.. fatigues-fatigues-fatigues
...
hair up continually or else STRAIGHT
DOWN..
mink farms, Hanover, and
Bennington ... Calendar-minded
with
the next fifty-two weekends planned ...
"You're all going to kill me if I don't
stop talking about Ed." ... "Know what
that boy's done now? {Another Eloise}"
...
"Listen, my blush is really under
control now."

LYNETIE

RONCI

KOHN

Lynn
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Max

MAXINE J. KAPLAN

MARY E. KING

A letter every day; phone calls twice a
week
a weekend visit with your dentist
eterna I song form: ''I'll Always
Be With You" ... Hal-bent for the future ...
that psychological
approach:
smile and the world smiles with her
.
"the trouble with Capitalism
is"
.
cheerful, and oh, that smile
one and
\12 dimples ... fresh-air fiend
time's
no factor in getting a paper done; one,
two, three, and she's dashed off another
one ... "got ten minutes; must type a
few letters" ... unique way of studying
... his picture on every page.

"I want complete and UTTER silence."
... "Please pass the potatoes; Tomorrow
I'm definitely
going on a diet." ...
"You'll never find a pool like the one at
New Trier." ... "Lets you playa record,
mmmmmmm~"
... Rises like the sun,
slowly
The men in her life are confused
Cracks jokes and takes them
... Frank and sincere ...

Mary
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Nura

Daily phone-calls from Jack, timed to the
minute
Oh, those bilious slippers!
· .. Danger
"Gosh I Cal ifornia is so-ooo
many miles away." ... That natural look
· .. Squeals-on
all occasions
She's
a dreamer with a book in hand
Ever
thoughtful
Sweet tempered
"My
little sister"
Sparkling blue eyes behind horn-rimmed glasses.

Father confessor
to the fourth floor
freshmen
"Now, Elaine" ... milk for
breakfast
"Think I have a 'physiology
test today"
willing to work, but more
willing to play ... Cracker-jacker
...
Constant state of euphoria ... relevant
reminiscences
...
Puckish personality
· .. fiendish delights ...

NORA J. KING

ELAINE KLEINSCHMIDT

'Laine
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Dodie

Tall and striking ... "the Eyes" ... lovely
voice with blue music ... music, music,
and more music ... "You know, I had
the funniest dream I" ... collector and
saver of anything and everything
...
fussy about her men-height
a problem
... spark linq laughter and a whisper that
can be heard for miles
Holmes Hall
- a Ifrantid late dash
afternoon
snooze and ~hat green bandana ... head
in

"T'; T"

DORIS

A LANE

omie

in

GRETCHEN

Wy

9

LAUTMAN

"As a matter of fact" ... Braemared and
cabled stitched ... dreamy eyes of heavenly blue ... "Gretch, may I borrow ... ~"
... a minor with B.A ....
"/ don't even
have time for a nervous breakdown!"
...
sleep an hour, work an hour-day
and nigh!" ... always a fiend for fun
.
"Does anyone want to play bridqe?"
.
Compassionate
and compatible ... April
27th ... dinners in the tea pantry-hot
tomato juice ...
interesting
and interested.

Gretch
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Edie

EDITH A LECHNER

Maintained by Hos to be the best roommate there is ... Mrs. Hicks of the radish
patch ... absentmindedness
mixed with
a remarkable memory ...
Dodger fan
...
talented fiddler and ready with a
song at all times
buzzer at 1 :30 A.M.
I'm hungry
Capable with a keen
sense of understanding
... always has
a good story ... couldn't live without
potato chips
.. loyal and sincere
well worth knowing well.

Radiant energy ... wit that is hard to
see through until you know her
.
"Montoursvi Ile~ Why, there are 250
people Iiving there I" ... bike rides
.
4F" ... "But I want to play softball I" .
"Run, do not walk."
Here is a girl
with one of the best dispositions on
campus.
. gets a sparkle in her eye
and out of life ... "Who's got my curl
raqs?" ...
"l don't care I".
. Math
major and loves it.
. "Aura Lee".

BARBARA B. LITTLE

Bobby
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Janey

JANE LOGAN

MARION
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L. LOW

Ardent furtherer
of the Good Neighbor
Policy ...
those nights in Mexico City
... often caught napping
noted for
studying
over a raw carrot
can be
found chit-chatting
at late breakfast ...
"People are so funny" ... cheerful but
tired ...
a fiend for bullfights,
horseshows, and Mexican
love songs ...

Artistic temperament
... "Hey, wait for
me!" ... "But Art is SO a hard major"
... good company ... waterfront artist
... "What are you talking about?" ...
artistically
creative
woman behind
the radio controls
4th floor Bill habitue ... "Come on kids, only 20 minutes
to get to Fanning" ... ten minute temper ... "But this exercise DOES help" ...
"The Lost Year"
outlining the outline of an outline
Junior year-discovered library
Harpo.

Nan

Independence ... originality ... intensity ... Sensitive appreciation
of music
... Mane of black hair ...
dark eyes
reflecting her warmth and zest for living
... the tailored touch ... her walk-a
carefree lope ...
Whimsical humor"The beady brown eye", "Wh-when
I
tell a joke it turns out a short story" ...
the lovable, spontaneous spirit which is
Nan Low.

"But Miss Alter" ...
9 :30 Curfew,
"Prue, how can you stay up so late"
.
"It's not red, it's strawberry blonde"
.
Not him'! ... "Will somebody wake me
up)" ... Mellifluous piano touch-"D
for Dreams and Dar t m 0 u t h" ...
Thoughtfulness
and understanding
sincerity ... "Am I tanner than Candy)"
... Infectious laugh ... "Anybody got
any gum)"
April 27th ... Purpose
and direction
Continually poised ...
Her room has a MEllow look.

NANCY

E. LOW

MARY ELLEN LUFF

Mel
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Ader

Magno-electric
personality
...
"Come
on kids, sing" ...
the iron hand ...
"Spend a weekend
here~ - don't be
ridiculous"
...
constant
novel reader
. Blue-black hair ... "Do you always
have to talk about the eggs?" ... Smooth
date dresser .. 1. Current events, 4.0 ...
rubbers and r d socks
Milk shakes
on ice ~ream
ights
"My Brother
Arnold" ... ' Let's stick to the Parliamentar
proce ure" ... "Now don't go
to the
ew L ndon Terrace, you guys"
...
En iable an and Ipana smile ...
Our Pres.

CORINNE

MANNING

ADA

D. MAISLEN

"But I've got to be a scholarl" ... follow
the gleam ...
executive
dynamo ...
constant
metamorphosis
scholarly
cocoon to social butterfly
... political
action ... Professor-to-be
with a serious
slant.
. imagination
... vivid stories
... c.c. troubadour-Gregorian
chants
to Broadside Ballads
burbles in English, French, Russian
artistic eclecticism ... humanistic
eternal energy
... "Why, it's fraught with cosmic significance I" ... Bach and Mozart mu.sicales ... intellectual
benders ... "Farewell, I gladly bid thee .. ."

Torch
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Sal

SARAH P. MARKS

Pocket edition of blue-eyed blonde
.
Yankee born, but Southern bred
.
weekday haven: nook with book ... pretest jitters, post-test A's
passion for
hats with a touch of Dali
Sub Base
dweller her first two years
Hue and
cry: "I' m ex hauste d" or "Gosn,
h I'm
freezing" ... inventory of room: dozens
of dolphins, reams of records, piles of
pictures.
from gold braid to tweed.

Our gal Sal .. "What'll I do with my
hair now~".
. gay, steadfast.
"Any
mail for me?" ...
always with a story
... "Do you know what my niece said
Now?" ... "That beanpot is not an ashtray!"
" coffee time 9:30 P.M ....
"Where's the bottle opener?" ... those
6 AM. bird walks ... "Anyone want to
see the inside of a barnacle I dissected?"
...
constant gay whirl..
thrives on
music ...
versatile, vivacious ... earrings and Jabeau ... neatness personified ...
someone you can talk to ...
genuinely sincere ...
here she comes
with that flashbulb!

ELIZABETH

L. MARLOWE

Liz
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Mac

ANN.

ELIZABETH

McBRIDE

C. McKEY

"Gemutlicheit"-in
one word personified
quick to laugh and quick to
learn
"Our alto" ... "Bees, birds and
such. I love 'em, and those early morning bird walks." ... "Oh, kids, I'm rashing again 1What will I do?"
"There,
I've said it and I'm glad!"
"Let's go
to the beach." ... "Have you heard the
story about the beaver and the mole?"
... "Mush-Womance,
I hate ir !" ...
Effervescence!!
...
"Aura Lee".

Pardon Us, We Live Here
Koine's
chief ... budding authoress
incessant typing ... keen love of beauty and
the great outdoors ... mountain climbing and ski enthusiast
...
kitten hips
...
Puck face
Winnie - the - Pooh,
and Gershwin
Snack Bar ... "Oh,
Anch 1" ...
intelligence,
ingenuity ...
Competitive
Plays ... originality, imagination ... individual and sensitive outlook on life ... "Get it at the Ski Shop"
... that artistic temperament.

Bettsy
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Patrick

Story after story surrounded
by convulsed listeners ...
ideal of versatility
come to life ... jazz to Palestrina ... our
creative saviour ... coffee strong as lye
plus cigarettes plus midnight equals a
new idea
generosity ... flair for the
unusual
expert in fantasy ... "If only
I could be as organized as Corinne." ...
. ... en dl ess energy . .. "I' m
responsive
sorry" ... warmth ... unpredictable
...

Drowns out Bach with Spike Jones ...
Flopsy mopsy look early in the morning
· .. bathtub singer ... a sense of humor
that never fails when you're in a down
mood..
an enthusiastic
heart ...
makes friends and keeps them ... tri m
· .. tweedy look ...
sincere college
spirit ... we go by "Mead" watch time
· .. eyebrows that keep pace with her
chatter
a bed bouncer ... "Oh, my
cow!"
spontaneous
kindness.

PATRICIA

MARY

McNUTT

R. MEAD

Randy
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Jinx

Beautiful,
beautiful
brown
eyes, I'll
never love blue eyes again ...
laugh
hearty, but feminine ... "movies? ask
me again; movies? okay I" ... ABsoluteIy ... turne d up nose to matc h an t r up "
hearted dispositlion ... gift to the biffed
... uphill gait ~'th a rear steer ... never
taking, al ays iving ...
standard
bearer..
sinc re and sympathetic
...
E.A. prexy ... iGotta date with a dogfish - a~-da-b by" ...
this miss is a
sure hit!

c.c.

ELAINE

R. MILLER

JEANNE

S. MERSHON

The I'il gal with the big, big heart.
vivaciousness
plus
"Oh, this paper
is due yesterday!"
"it's coffee-time"
...
party girl with depth besides ...
files everything alphabetically
including
the men
knit-wit ...
"That's my
brother"
murder in her heart for the
guy who invented the alarm clock ...
laughing blue eyes.
. "He's coming in
ten minutes-gotta
steam my hair" ...
Sub Base O. Clubber ... gentle manners
...
"The Administration
and I feel"
spells ability to laugh at herself ... angel
tendencies
...
loyal and lovable.

Sookie
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Janie

JANE

E. MUSE

With the laughing face
big brown
eyes a' la judy Garland
lists of things
to do .
schedules oft forgotten
...
physic bids and flying lessons ... "not
so sharpy darpy" ... dependable,
lovable
.. easy to get along with ... "how long
are you studyi ng ph ilosophy?" . . . fi ts
in anywhere gracefully ... Tom, Dick,
and no, not Harry-George
... knitted
eyebrows and knotted knitting ... her
heart is young and gay.

"Muse ".rca I . .. "I t r s my room, but c Iose
your eyes and shut the closet
door
before you start looking for it I" .
r ••
possessor of the best looking legs
on campus
..
"telephone,
janie"
...
completely
natural-God's
gift to
the wide open spaces ... "Really, (reely)
it was t-e-r-r-i-f-i-c"
.. such fun ...
that shy smile ... those twinkling eyes
... sincerity, amiability, livability.

NANCY

NOYES

Noyesie
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Weezy

Mail from West Point and Annapolis ..
"Well / don't care" ...
"I suppose I
gotta rgo wash my f ace now '" "I sn'I
this a beautiful day?" ... "One scoop
floati ng and one scoop be ate n up,
please" ... Europe bound ... Only LalinAmerican major ... Government scrapbooks ...
those beautiful
eyes.
genuine southern charm ... animals ...
"Ah! how divine!"
fI

LOUIS

ODELL

AMELIA L. OGDEN

"I'm sure I flunked" ... "I don't know
what he looked like, he was too tall" ...
Winter without socks ... One picture
artist ... A laugh that rocks the floor
... Les jambes plus superbes ... Plenty
of messes that always seem to work out
well
"Oh look, I've grown another
inch"
April 27th ... Always a friendly smile, never a chip ... "Utica, not
Ithaca!" ... Uncompromising idealism
... Melodically off tune humming "To
Williams, to Williams" ...
Engaging
femininity.

Milly
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Did you sa P.l$S th salt'''..
"Pardon
al wa that bid agaon'" ..• "Com
n nd ha e a CIgar lie" .. person IIty
plus
the best kmd of f" nd .. ).
p, s
Elmo ... nth Y le boys" ...
Ha en
cent.
late"
r •••
b,rabstraclorlssh'
"On th 8 rd
al at Atl nne City"
"I t' r Ily
practically all vee tion from now unt,l
June"
on part of her life In Holm
Hall, the best part In e« Hay n.

'oosh-

h"
slunnong look ...
fayo"t
J P. .. "00000oIS '" ••• Carrn n Cay II ro--mu
IC
a all hours ..• ca lChong I ugh ... n If r
ores or renres .•• .llw.lYSre dy 10 go ...
..llI..oorful company . . • ha fully
of
eep'ng e ryon h ppy . •
ilor
BoluS plan .
rkllng
nd qUick.
led.
"Does anyone k
,c n you
re ch a black cr
dres'''.
I
dane ... "let's study log her"
Inkling eyes .. , ond rful f"e
loyal.
eryonc'

°

BARBARA

• OTIS

Roz ie

Divided time Ipetween Arlington
and
New London, ~usband and books ...
constant fear of overcutting
classes
from Tuesday ~o Thursday
brainy
and beau~iful
eats like a horse, looks
like a sylRh
'Wake me up for generals, I might ov rsleep"
poise and
serenity ... 10y?1friend
zoo on her
bed ... t me al otted to knit a sweater
HELEN ROZEN PALWICK
-one we~k ... "psychologically speaking" ... glutto
for punishment:
three
years of accele ating - not graduate
school.
. earl morning solitaire ...
"I guess I' I call j'\lan" ... buzzing desk
lamp ... Alan calls her "Becky".
"Oh that nineteenth
hole at Norwich I"
... taste for a good book and music
.
"That's the way my money goes"
.
open windows-fresh
air fiend ... The
Muffin ... "Anybody want to go to the
HARRIET SCOTT PATRICK
Snack Bar for some orange juice?" .
golf widow
A heart as full as her
schedule
that commuting husband
of hers
brain trust ... two meals per
day ... souvenirs from the four corners
of the earth ... Versatility-from
frying
water to football ...
those perpetual
blue jeans with red patches ...
Aura
Lee ... "Hey kids, let's have a song"second alto.

Scotty
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H.P

HELEN M. PAULSON

Torrid tan . . . fanatic on Ma ine . . .
practical ... perennial Dean's lister and
a staunch friend
doesn't know what
procrastination is
di rndel ski rts and
peasant blouses
a Huck Finn in blue
jeans ... Dietrich gams ... ski is plus
sailboats ...
Martha Graham protege
... summertime girl
disciple of Dr.
FrankM ... well-read
sun lamp fan
... unrestrained laughter ...
fun to
have in a crowd ... the Junior Bazaar
lookwith page boy and sandals.

Sunny of hair, sunny of heart ... lovable
and devi Iish ... might say with Beatrice:
"A star danced when I was born" ...
dusts with an egg beater, judging from
her room
as confusingly
sane as
Hamlet
endearing
audacity which
suggests a guardian angel ... moments
of amazing majesty and grace ... syncopated speech ... "Sunday's Child", but
to be trusted-in
any day of the week.

JOAN

Page
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Petie

Suits and shanks mares ...
"Well, at
New Trier" .. " druggist's
delight
.
"My balance sheet won't balance"
.
gullible ...
"Where's
the ink eradicator?" . " . Woodhue-flat
foot floogie
...
"How's the coal situation?" ...
copious notes.
" " dependable ... pinboys' delight .. " "Wait'li you meet my
MARIAN L. PETERSEN brothers 1" " " . gives Competitive Sing
leaders sleepless nights" .. "I don't get
it" " . " trips over a pebble ... "That's
not prac t"Ica I" ."" "How ta II'IS he.;!" " ..
"It's so-o rich" " " . "Let's take the Pacemaker home" . " . Ipana ad ... "How do
you spell" . ?" " .. fun to be with.

LORRAINE M. PIMM

Energy an d e ff"IClency...
"

"H"oney" ..
Knows what she wants and gets it
.
Nassoons ... no dust in her mailbox
.
Dartmouth Green and Hanovercommuting " .. stunning looks. " " AuerbachMrs. A. " " " neatness
Unquenchable
appetite.
" . Voracious
Dynamic ...
Directive ... "Well honestly, kids-got
an emery board?" ... Ec. discussions ...
Epitome of common sense.

Larry
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Pinky

Knitting
perseverance and industriousness
"Hen I"
neat ... early
to bed consistently
she lives a wellordered life
"Do you like him?" ...
quick manner
"When do you think
I'll see him aqain?" ... bridge any time
· .. sympathetic,
thoughtful.
. oneman girl ... interest in sports
the
bank account
., "time l"
a mischievous kid ... "little Phil."

Boo ... Pond says ponder ... "I bid one
no quick trick" ... East house commuter
· .. I need a 0 to balance by B ... "Do
you spell dispense, d-i-s-p-a-n-c-e?" ...
Tries hard to be aWol ... "Oh now kids,
let's be serious" ...
affable extrovert
· .. "Do I have to share my hymn book
with him again?" ... "Let's look at it
objectively-my
experience has been"
· .. staunch supporter of Enterol, "Quarterly", and Arthur Godfrey ...
got
through college on India ink and Scotch
tape ... "bettemargiejeanhem,
will you
get my socks?" ... the birthday month
of May.

JANET

E. PINKS

VIRGINIA

POND

Ginny
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Nan

1

Powers' cr ed:
pun is the lowest form
of wit-except
for him that thinks of
it ... "Rodmmate, do you want to study
in the room tonight?" ...
Late to bed
and early to rise means 5V2 hours sleep
a night
"Hoj, about a quick game of
bridqe?"
"Hl1rry up kids, it's ten of"
... "My hair w*'t curl!" ... Loves to
tell jokes, put al ays forgets the punchline ... ~pewr ter serenade
cute
bit of 5'3" with lcotsof laughter
Fond
of
b t sel~om here on weekends
... Wond rful ompany
A poet of
the most nique school
When she's
simpering rhe's happy,

NANCY

POWERS

c.c.

SALLY

RADOVSKY

"I have to write an editorial" ... unpredictable social butterfly..
a corner
drugstore
in her closet ... the legal
mind at work ...
"Who wants some
coffee"
"This is a dress that will go
anyplace"
The Nation piled high on
her bookcase ... Sensible Sal ... camellias, gardenias - gardenias,
camellias
... fresh vitamins daily and endless typing ... an answer for everything and a
dozen questions of her own.

Sal
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Belle

NANCY

E. REMMERS

From down Mexico way ... ardent Spanish Republican ... her habitual hauntthe chern. lab.
learned her English
at the movies ... gives side instruction
in rumbas, congas, sambas
pursues
sports with a vengence
favorite
American dish - Terry and the Pirates
... learned English quickly-slang
even
faster ... that midnight serenade that
had us all green with envy ... ambassador of International
Goodwi II
. men
from Mexico in the midst of exams.

"Can I we a r heels?" ...
Crossword
puzzled
Tall cool blonde ... Sun
worshipper
"Darn I that backhand 1"
... April 27th ... "I've no I-dea" ...
Initiator of after dinner coffee in '45
and the Argyle crave in '46
An inanimate zoo loose in her room
Always
finding stairs injurious to the knees ...
Night-owl to beat all night-owls ... One
of the Three ... A Woman's prerogative
to change Majors in mid stream ...
Junior year gad-about ... Generous and
genuine.

FRANCISCA

REVAQUE

Paquita
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AB.

"Wake me up in time for supper" ...
an understanding
ear
"Yes, sir, yes,
sir" ... "I always say
r
original
simi lies-engaging
metaphores
... You
can truly say she sleeps all day and
works all night.
nice touch of frankness ... unexpected
ideals.
. a severe
expression which is usually eclipsed with
a total smile
.. CG.A. booster ...
crinkly eyes ...
"Ahem, how about a
ciqaret te?" "
low chortle ... generosity, sincerity.
t

SUSAN

G. RIPPEY

•••

Mr. Quimby's girl Sunday
Rhode's
scholar-Rippey
until June
April
27th ... Bach-rocked ... sweet and unsophisticated
... Chapel to Holmes Hall
and back again and again and again ...
New Haven "commuter"
... soft blonde
feathercut
air ...
continual smile ...
"Sure, I'd love to help you with your
harmony." ... flawless good humor ...
Originator
of the third floor solitaire
mania-in
every sense of the word.

Sue
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Joan

In light of highest endeavor ... "But at
Yale Law School .. ." ... Blue Monday
· .. rushing to make the 7 :30 mail deadline
"The funniest thing I ever
heard"
Tenement effect of Thursday
afternoon wash strung across the room
· .. Prize possession: a preserved baby
dog fish in a jar ... hand knit sweaters
with socks to match.
"Pomp and Circumstance".
. cold room, warm heart
· .. no break fasts, no more eight o'clocks
· .. sympathetic listener ... hard sleeper
· .. A diller, a dollar, a ten o'clock
scholar.

Early riser, Oh that 6:45 alarm! I ...
major library ... "Your typewriter is in
my room" ... "If I don't know it now it
is just too bad"
.. fire alarms don't
scare her ... canoeing trips
.. "The
Phys. Ed. departments
says" ...
hard
and conscientious
worker
smooth
tweeds
Aura Lee ... Now the day
is over
that pre-occupied expression
· .. shoe-button dark eyes.

JOAN B. ROBERTS

PATRICIA

S. ROBINSON

Pat
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Home-lover but not a stay-at-home
New Haven. _ . Rompers
"Yeah I"
... placidity and generosity
wise old
owl .. _ tea and lemons
infectious
chuckle _ .. si1cerity, genuine understanding.
__ SYfpathy ... good character reader ...
hospitality
plus ...
inveterate knitter
.. inevitable fourth
at bridge
.. thb eyes have it . __ Madonna

100 ... 1""0100"

BARBARA ANN

R. ROWE

JOAN

ROSEN

Loud nightmare
pajamas ... perpetually
enthusiastic
_ .. "Grinders tonight:>" ...
friendly advice. _ . "Someday he'll come
.d
a Iong " _.. "M'y sisters. _. "d_..
ne
apricots __ . Room 220: standing room
only. _ . Energetic walk-"pick
up your
feet I" . __has a faculty for names-for
faculty _ .. "Only one piece of bacon?"
.. _ A summer at Union Settlement:
"those darling children"
You can't
see the food for the pepper
nervous
energy plus __ . Chocolate,
chocolate,
and more chocolate ... "My hair ought
to grow by next June, don't you think?"
- .. "Spaghetti
for lunch?"

Bobby
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Choddie

JANICE

SOMACH

SCHWALM

Brains, ingenuity, and sparkle
a purpose, ideals, common sense
figure
deluxe ... Vogue style ... "He says my
mind just shifts into neutral sometimes!" ... "I dunno, I just don't know!"
...
term papers with CHAPTERS ...
Civil Rights and M. R. D....
midnight
calls from husband ... tan, tennis and
"Tigress" ... passion for readin', wri tin',
rumbas, and week-ends
Pol itics,
Philosophy, and English Lit
fun to
know, hard to forget.

"Come right in, I'm only studying." ...
Camel Iias ... "How tall is he?" ... vision
in the striped nightshirt ... "I think I'll
change my major" ... a trigger-like wit
... imaginative, impulsive and intriguing ... "It was only due six days ago"
... coffee drinker deluxe
"But we
just cleaned our room I"
automatic
record changer
"That's my roommate, Sue Studner"
"Procrastination,
the name is Seaman"
"A thing of
beauty is a joy forever"
"Flattery wi II
get you nowhere"
makes the commonplace colorful
"First things first"

MARNA

L SEAMAN

Marn
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Juge

JULIA S.ERVICE

ANN

H. SHIELDS

"It's sixty miles west of Pittsburghupstate P.A." ... "thick luxurious" hair
-washed,
set, dried and ready to go in
ten minutes ... understanding
and sympathetic-compassion
for all .. "your
own own proctor" ... responsive and responsible-a
friend for every need
.
"You're Sitting on my Eyelashes"
.
midnight sessions ...
little girl-big
heart ...
Yale weekends - Mrs. Tur
Allures' boarder ... everybody's sweetheart.
. April 27th ... a mite full of
dynamite ... Tactful poise and timely
wit.

Numerous conferences
with the Dean
... an operating hand in most campus
doings ... "wind blown" hair
Philly
-G.F.S.-Episcopal
and Penn
"Did
I ever tell 'bout the time Mr. Price ... "
... she has broad interests and an undecided heart ... "whatta man I"
that
buzzz-never
a dull moment
camp,
horses, and lively coloring ... that "collegey" look ... Quaker Maid from the
city of "brotherly"
love.

Sheildsie
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Prue

"Oh really!" or "Oh really~".
The
night she dreamt about the pastel rabbits
"When Bender came to live with
us"
Striking simplicity of manner
...
Individualist ... Somebody really
lives there ... April 27th
Now don't
rush me, Lemme alone"
Sailing,
picnics and tennis ... "I hate to go to
bed, it's a complex I have".
tweeds,
sneakers,
ski sweaters, that Charlestown-Old Lyme look ... Great purpose
disguised
by greater
nonchalance.
"Nothing I like better than a good-looking lion."

Horses and horseshows ... horseshows
and horses I .. rib bon s, cups, and
championships I. . generosity personified .
Early bird-love
of the alarmclock-less
. "Th is week is made for
weekends" .,
Junior prom minus appendix equals romance..
7 :30 mailmale-Milt'
... 21st. birthday-engagement
ring-wedding
bells in September ... Aura Lee.

PRUDENCE

D. SLOCUM

MILDRED

R. SOLOMON

Millie
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Joansie

"Did the Sox win to d a y ?" ... that
scrubbed look ... "my sister Shirls" ...
Braemars g a lor e ...
"Ain't
that a
brunie !" ... the colonel
the sand,
the sky, the surf-Cape Cod
"I t's been
"D artmpu, th I' m dvi
rea I" '"
ylng " ...
"Are my freCkle~Oming
out?" ... Begin the B~guin
" Annie be be ...
rhyming tel1egra s ...
"When I wake
up tomorror-, y'kl0W what?" ...
King
Richard ... \24 ka at ...

JEAN C. STANNARD

JOAN

E. SOMERBY

Hair like Ingrid's ... feminine but ath-'
letic ... our Bronze Goddess ... "When
you're out of New York you're still in
Bridgeport"
... last minute projects ...
I'artiste
"Till Then" ...
clothes
galore
"You know how things get
around on Staten Island" ... deep thinker ...
equipment
for everything ...
hates all rodents ... "Have to call the
family" ... "You should see Lynn, now"
... records for all moods ... "This too
will pass away" ... vocabulary unlimited
...
F.D.R. forever ...
looks so wise in
glasses
"That's what makes horseracing"
"Here's a toast to dear old
Penn" - true blue.

Jean
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Stuff

VIRGINIA

L. STAUFFER

0011-1ike face ... "Why can't I ever get
tan?" ...
superlative bridge ...
sti II
treasures her spelling bee medal in spite
of it all ... long weekends in Boston
.
badminton champion ... true blue
.
Snack Bar is her second name ... a different lipstick for every day of the
month ... "Shall I wear my hair straight
t h·IS wee. k>" ... "Sk y A nc h ors A way " ...
cream of the crop ... knitting and bang
sprees. , . "What's at the Victory?" ...
solitaire fiend
biggest bulletin board
on campus
that rib-breaking couch
in the suite
"Oh, those Mohigan
Market doughnuts!"

Greetings'.
. Stuff equals ultimate
real ity I ... dreamy and devil ish eyes ...
"Oh, What It Seemed To Be." ... Skipper's' ...
Party, party ...
Utz's and
Kettlekorn ... Pennsylvania Dutch gal
... "Outen the light" ... deliberation
and determination
... "Well, I never.
I mean, really!" ... "I'm off to the lib."
... "Always" and "Together" ... "Have
a cigg-boo?
I" ... the turnabout
saddle
on the rocking horse shoes ... Aura Lee.

MARTHA

I. STEVENS

Marty
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Jeannie

JEANNE J STIEFEL

MARGARET

H. STIRTON

Lovely dark hair ... She wishes she could
type as fast as she can talk. , . expressive
brown eyes ... "Where's [ack ie?" ... The
giggle that ends in the stratosphere.
,.
The girl who always knows her ec. ...
Right proper prop-er Wig and Candle,
that is ... spontaneity
... "She carried
the spaghetti
for the candle-light
procession."

What
lurks behind
those big brown
eyes? ... it's all in the mind ... "this
and better might do, but this and worse
would never do" ... it is "purr-feet"
.
we wonder who's calling her now?
.
stars in her eyes ... "Td love a piece of
chocolate
cake" . , . "see you in the
morning if all goes well" ... "oh, kids,
let me tell you what happened" ... "oh,
it made me so-o-o mad" ... unfinished
sweaters ... smoke gets in her eyes .. ,
no blue jeans..
but
"now this is
just an experiment"
"little kids are
so cute" ... conversation,
her del ight.

Peg
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Zeke

"Does anybody want to sing Xmas carols?"
three year avoider of Saturday
classes
blue black hair
"But I'm
going to N.Y. this weekend"
sizzling
songster-especially
mute
neatness
and niceness ...
April 27th
.. long
involved stories-"I
spoke to him yesterday, he said: ... ' I said: ... " he
said: ...
'to which I replied:
'"
... "There aren't any bums in Brooklyn"
... "Herbert gets all my argyles"
good to know-fun
to be with.
Perpetual effervescence
... Wanted: a
social secretary
guiding light of Wig
and Candle
infectious
smile and
laughing eyes
"That's my roommate,
Marna Seaman." ...
never an empty
mail box
"Psychologically speaking,
I think-"
amazing metamorphosis
from blue-jeaned
naivete to perfumed
sophistication
... "They always send me
flowers." ... countless friends, innumerable charms, and myriad abilities ...
that overburdened
bulletin board ..
those hours in the showers ... sincerity
coupled with warm-heartedness-a
real
friend ...

ZELDA K. STOLlTZKY

SUE STUDNER

Sue
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...
Jo

"No, I'm not a Botany major"
"I
think I'll cut my hair again"
Have
you heard about her nephew?
loves
the sea life, and especially the Danmark
... trips over a~ything in her path
.
an "if" .. ~ fire chief to the rescue
.
an accent
II her own ... sleeps through
anything
nd ev rything
s r 'ella"
.
fresh scrulbbed ook
sparkles
.
spirit plus
athlete par excellence
... sterli g
.

ELSIE TYTLA

JOANNA

C. SWAIN

That perfect feather-cut
... Just under
five ...
calm scientist with an artistic
sparkle ...
Lady in white ... oooooh!
· .. wistful composure
there's a will
· .. brother-booster
she glides ...
"Ambrosia"
room ... Bright and upright
· .. She'll always listen with genuine interest ... An appearance
as pert as her
matchless laugh.

Els
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Nymph

MARY

H. VANCE

That dark, exotic type
extremely
photogenic
vibrating
clothes and
more clothes
She always seems to
come alive on weekends and exams ...
"I don't understaaand it!" ... She really
did play bridge once ...
an orchid lei
from Hawai i
Oh, that unforgettable
convention
"That's my car, but honestly I didn't make that dent."

rat b ran d e d "C ommunls. t" ...
A rmy "brat"
Sunlight through white curtained windows and Marx by the bedside ... "But
you've got to live in this world" ...
"Don't take it personally, be objective I"
... quantities of coffee ... always picking flowers ... "Let's talk about something serious" ... self-torture listening
to Fulton Lewis, j r....
Recreation with
Shostakovitch'
"Fifth"
.. symbolic
poetry dashed off between short stories
grim with "reality".
. Election returns
but still unalterably feminine ... Frustrated search for the "whole view" and
"Absolutes".

EFTIMA

VELLES

Ef
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Yin

HELEN F. VINAL

JEAN A. VOGEL

Always good for a home run.
. "One
dollar and fifteen days to go" ... kindness personified ... shoulders everyone's
troubles ... homeport of cyclonic storms
and champagne
bottles ... record collection from Dinah to Brahms ... frequent Boston trips ...
"Squirrel and
Marty, it's accounting
time" ... "I'm
taking his picture off the desk today"
· .. that infectious laugh ... girl of the
golden tresses ...
relatives galore ...
there was a young lady who lived in a
closet.

Crossword puzzled ... Sparkling giggle
· .. April 27th..
Cheerful, unruffled
disposition ... Existence and persistence
on half a corpuscle ... Red roses on occasion ... Reserved room in reserve room
· .. The difference
between 5.5. and
U.S.S. learned
the hard way ... The
puzzled frown and inevitable what after
a joke ... One of the three ... Disproportionate conception
of heights ... vocabulary to rival Webster.

Jeanie
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Connie

"Ah, Chambersburg I" ... "Doesn't anyone smoke Camels?".
,noon-day coffee at the Snack Bar
, Tales from
Palestrina,
, , "I'm so mad" .. , picking
peaches, haying hay. , , "If George calls
, . ," ... hair twister extraordinary and
inveterate
gum snapper ...
"Lady's
failed us again".
.Ioquacious and lucky
... assumes responsibility cheerfully ...
"Everyone should take history and phili" .., "Wh a t .I no ma 'I?"
osop hy.
I.
... "B u t
'Buttons' is so-o-o cute!"

"Will you look how big this skirt is on
me" ...
now she's here, now she isn't
...
contagious laugh
.. always in a
whirl ... mile a minute talker ... "What
will I wear, Kids?" ... head of the knitting syndicate ... warm heart
more
than a class room philosophy
generous ... laughing eyes to match her smile
. her budget: here today, gone tomorrow.

CONSTANCE

H. WALKER

SUSANNAH JOHNSON
WALTERS

Susie
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Eddie

Rhapsody in rhythm
"Has anyone
seen my New Yorker?"
"This is going
to be a good summer, I feel it" ... perpetual motion ... "I'rn going to marry
.
II ectua I" ...
"Rh0 da says rr ...
an rrite
"Tomorrow I'm going to diet" ... Sunkist ... up and coming Martha Graham
· .. fancy free
"I've gotta little list"
· .. "J'rn weary'r
half birthdays ...
"I predict!' ... adoration of the oranges
· .. she's Qot tha~ dreamy look ... bright
one ... efferveslCent, effusive, effulgent
· .. Eddii' please be more tactful ...
bedtime readin9 ... neat.

WINONA

BELIK WEBB

EDNA

MAE

WANDER

Neat, but oh those color combinations!
... cheeseboxes and grilled cheese sandwiches ...
"You'll trip on those dungarees, W·In..I" . . "I t' s Love, Love, Love tr
. dow " ... Fres hman:
. . . "L e t's open a Win
CG. date-Senior:
CG. mate ... the
original
worry- bird ...
enthusiastic
housewife ... If it isn't deep-knee bending, it's Farmer-in-the-Dell
... "Brush
.~"
"M y h us b an d
r
h an d
my h air.
knitted sweaters ... Midnight calls from
Seattle ...
The bride that made Milwaukee famous ... "Someone forgot to
teach me to spell '"
t

Winnie
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Aletta

ALETTA

WENTHOLT

Mainline rebel ...
unforgettable
grin
... sincere intellectual curiosity ... deep
thought, and the importance of being
earnest ... morning coffee at a 45° angle
... Snack Bar's best customer
artistic
flair ... Competitive Plays
always a
neat room I
inclusive vocabulary
.
nature walks
afternoon siesta
.
lurking warmth and affection ... "Yoh
McKey, are you corninq?" ... bread and
Beethoven
proud Auntie.

Holland's best booster ... bit of the old
world with modern outlook ... inimitable antics.
outburst of contagious
laughter..
"Hey, kids I". . cosmopolite.
. envied hair ... "Let's go to
Stewarts" ... knack with a needle.
"S·oc. IS no Clnc
. h !"
. .. "N 0, rea II y " .
"Cute business" ... Significant nods.
Aimetti's favorite customer ... expressive hands ... the world's best friend
.
beach addict armed with bedspread
.
the clean, shiny look ... inimitable and
unforgettable.

ANN

E. WETHERALD

Anch
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Whale

-

JOAN

N. WHALEN

JEAN O. WHITMORE

Spur of the moment weekends.
, , Coke,
candy-bar,
and cigarette
for breakfast
... high heels clicking down the corridor
at 1 1 :59 P.M
The original night
owl ...
genius
"Five minutes and
two hundred pages to go" ... leaves for
class on the twenty-after
bell ... those
horn-rimmed
glasses ...
an infectious
roar ... Loyal ... Even-tempered
... A
laugh on all occasions.

"Watch that light cord I" ... "as a matter of fact"
"w hat c h a doing,
Thurnperrr?"
Pall Malls ... "going
to the Snack Bar, two scoops, please."
...
the "ifs" ...
slender, tender, and
tall ... California enthusiast
... interesting talker ... spontaneous
laugh ...
"Be careful what you say, my Dad's a
Deke I"
understanding
...
jungle
laureate
fire bucket ... mischievious
eyes ... ever-giving ... wonderful friend
. .. "P"Z" an d her J umpln., J' Ive ...

Whit
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Widdy

Neat as a pin and not much bigger ...
Home Economist on the loose ... Built
for jitterbugging.
. "I may go mad"
· .. MEN-ories
Widdicisms ... "Oh
boy, oh boy!"
"Heavens I There's an
ash in my ashtray." ... Knit one, rip two
· .. "But I like this color combination"
.. Fashion magazine wardrobe ... A
lot of sun, a Iittle rain ... "Moonbeam"
· .. Unfettered
spirit hitched to a star
· .. Provocative
Impetuous idealist,
rollicking realist
Conviviality and
consideration
above all.

Promptness
is one of Kitty's virtues,
neatness another ... the alarm clock for
the hall
argyles for those three lucky
brothers
early to bed, early to rise
· .. "Want to fight?" ... incomparable
experiences ... conscientious ... femininity personified ... vivid narrator ...
irrespressible giggle.

MARILOU

WIDDELL

ELEANOR K. WILE

Kitty
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Lee

The little fellow ... dark-haired,
laughing senorita with artist's legs.
. "Wish
I could tell which way my hair was going to turn out" ... "I feel lost among
all you intellectuals."
... "Do you really
think 1 should cut my hair?" ... continually swearing off those bad words.
skiing in Verm01t ... ear piercing laughter ...
burnin'l the midnight oi I
.
W.Aj.C.,
every Ihour, on the hour
.
"Oh, it's
grapefruit
drink I"

JUNE A

WILLIAMS

LAURA

LEE WILEY

Ethereal loveliness with a sophisticated
touch ... "Oh, kids I". . harassed and
conscientous
slave to flashbulbs - "I
hope I don't cut off their heads" ...
lazy bones ...
"ape-face"
...
Warm
feel ing towards all things beautiful ...
Sympathy,
understanding,
insight, intelligence ... AA girl ... "but child"
...
Would anybody like some goat's
milk? ... 45° angle walk ... genuine
interest in ideas and people.

June
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Nan

NANCY

WILLIAMS

Del ightfully vague ... head in the clouds
but feet on the ground.
Active in
many campus activities.
. Photogenic,
those big brown innocent eyes ..
Bessie's the name ... Library wins when
the phone ri ngs.
." I have a paper due
half an hour ago".
"How far is Alask a?" ... Rogues gallery of all herfriends
.. Aura Lee. . "Going to take a Sentimental Journey".

"Very punny, Nancy, very punny"
There's a devil riding that halo ... "Oh,
you know, just a lot of garbage." ...
"The still small voice of calm."
accordion with a limited repertoire
"If
only I can get through Spanish I"
.
Willing to go, more will to grind
.
"There's a good vesper speaker tonight."

JEAN L WITMAN

Jan
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Posy

Immaculately
perceived ... "What shall
I wear to the A.A. coffee?" ... brown
velvet melancholy
eyes
"This is just
what college should be"
deep feeling
...
well monogrammed
ineffable
walk ... platform soled
purposive,
with command
of every situation
.
phone calls and unexpected
roses
.
level-headed,
warm hearted
grasps
essence in a minimum of time
April
27th ... a perfectionist
of exaggerated
exaggerations
... our madonna.

NANCY

L. YEAGER

Adam of the Christmas party ... Mascot
Hunt ...
innumerable
extra-curricular
activities
...
open-air fiend ...
"Try
Grant's - fine American
store I" ...
"Boo-Bay!"
spurts of contagious enthusiasm
"Oh, what a beautiful
morning"
college spirit ...
"the
funniest thing just happened!"
.. Understanding
and sympathetic
... "You'll
never guess-guess!" ...
Wonderful to
know ... "Miss Yeager, Telephone." ...
Ingenuity
set off by energy, industry,
ambition.

Nick
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MARGARET

NANCY

HULST KLUGE

LEECH KIDDER

ALICE B. HOLMES

NANCY WHITMORE
MACKINNON
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A[),"I~I~TI2ATIf)~
osemary

Park, Ph.D.,

Academic

President

and Student

Life

E. Afvema Burdick, A B., Dean of Students
and Coordinator
of Student
Advising
Dorothy Richardson, Ph.D., Dean of Sophomores
Gertrude E. Noyes, Ph.D., Dean of Freshmen
and Chairman
of Freshman
Advisers

M. Robert Cobbledick,
Ph. D., Dean of Admissions
Katherine Hunter Peugh, Registrar
John Frederic Moore, Ph.D., Director of the Summer Session
Lucy Alice Ramsay, AM., Director of the Personnel Bureau
Edith P. Carpenter, Assistant Director of Admissions
Dorothea Burton, AM., Assistant Dean of Students
Marjorie S. Collins, AB., Assistant to the Director of the Personnel
K. Drusilla Fielding, AB., Secretary to the President
Alicel P. Holcombe, AB., Secretary in the Office of the President
Mildjed F. Peirce, AB., Secretary in the Office of the President
May
Nelson, AB., Secretary in the Office of Admissions
Florence N. Mann, Secretary in the Office of Admissions
Mildjed M. Palmer, Secretary in the Office of the Registrar

Bureau

1".

Diana M. Cooper, Secretary in the Personnel Bureau

Charlotte S. Klipp, Secretary to the Deans
Margaret Hassley, Secretary to the Director of the Summer Session
Fay F. Gerritt, Secretary to the Faculty
Dorothy D. George, AB., Secretary in the Office of the Dean of Students

2. Library

I

Hazel A Johnson, AB., B.L.s., Librarian with rank of Professor
Flora H. Whyte, AB., Catalogue Librarian
Rowene E. Hersey, AB., B.S., Order Librarian
Franfes Jacobs Kirschenbaum,
AB., Reference Librarian
MUrllel G. Batchelder, AB., B.S., Circulation
Librarian
Thelra
M. Gilkes, AB., B.S., Circulation
Assistant
in charge of Reserves
Edlt~ M. L. Herrmann, AB., B.S., Catalogue
Assistant
Mar~ A Cusatf , AB., Assi.stant in Order Department
Har~jet F. Sibley, 8.5., Assistant In Reference and Circulation Department
Marn L. Jordan, Secretary
Sara~ Laubenstein, AB., B.M., Assistant
Ada~ B. Cranz, Assistant In the Library
Margaret Sayles, Assistant
in Circulation
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in Catalogue
Department

Department

3.

Infirmary

Marion B. Leonard, MD., Resident Physician with rank of Professor
Mildred W. Couch, M.D., Psychiatrist, Part-time
Alfred Labensky, M.D., Chief of Staff, Lawrence and Memorial Associated
Hospitals,
Consultant
Charles Kaufman, M.D.,
Hospitals,

Consultant

Harold W. Wellington,
pitals, Consultant

in General Medicine
Senior Surgeon, Lawrence

and Memorial

Associated

in Surgery

M.D., Orthopedist,

Lawrence

and Memorial

Hos-

in Orthopedics

Doris Mallalieu, R.N., Manager of College Infirmary
Dorothy Ahern, R.N., Staff Nurse
Eleanor L. Roberts, Staff Nurse
Dorothy Weeks Borges, R.N., Staff Nurse
Priscilla K. Fraser, R.N., Staff Nurse
Eileen McLaughlin, AM., Secretary-Technician
4. Residence
Elizabeth
Katherine

H. Harris, Director of Residence and Dietitian
A. Manning, B.S., Assistant Director of Residence

Harriet M. Desmond,
Assistant
Director of Residence
Elena Misterly,
Assistant
Dietitian
Eleanor S. Warren,
B.S., Assistant
Dietitian
Edna H. Webster,
A.B., Assistant
Dietitian
Pauline

Darrah,

B.S., Assistant

Dietitian

Gladys C. Smith, Assistant Dietitian
A Elizabeth van Alstyne, B.S., Assistant
Leona Rowley, Secretary to the Director
Janet Carpenter,

Dietitian
of Residence

Secretary

5. Business
Earl W. Stamm, Treasurer
Martha Miller Young, AB., Bursar
Allen Bennett Lambdin, Business Manager
Elizabeth

H. Harris,

Director

of Residence and Dietitian

lsabel A Cruise, Assistant to the Bursar
N. Louise Chase, College Bookshop
Katherine T. Floyd, Director of the Publicity Bureau
Mary C. DeGange, AB., Secretary to the Business Manager
Ann S. MacKay, Secretary in the Office of the Business Manager
Jessie MacCallum, AB., Information Office
Ann Cornell, Mimeographing
Office
Margaret M. Fitzpatrick,
Assistant in the Office of the Bursar
Marie L. Jenks, Assistant in the Office of the Bursar
Rivie Raucher, B.S., Assistant in the Office of the Bursar
Irene A Kravchuck, B.S., Assistant in the Office of the Bursar
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I'ACULT.,.,
] 946 - J 947
Art
Rbbert Fulton Logan, Professor of Art
~argue~jte Hanson, A.M., Associate
Professor of Art
Edgar deN Mayhew, Ph D, Assistant
Professor of Art
RisamO\'ld Conant Logan, Assistant
In Art
Altronomy
Garabed K Daghlian,

Ph D,

Professor

of Physics

and

Astronomy

Botany

Richard H. Goodwin,

Ph.D., Professor

of Botany

and Director

of the College

Arboretum

Betty Flanders Thomson, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Botany
Katherfn
H. Heinig, M.A, Assistant
Professor of Botany
Helen A Stafford, AB., Research Assistant
in Botany
c~emistr

"'1ary

CI rissa McKee, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
lvIargare W. Kelly, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
Mildred
. Newlin, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Chemistry
Jean Vance Johnston, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Chemistry
Phyllis T. Brown, AB., Assistant
in Chemistry
Estelle Raymond, AB., Assistant
in Chemistry
Anita Galindo, AB., Assistant
in Chemistry
Classics
Edwin L. Minar, Jr., Ph.D., Associate

Professor

of Classics

Continental Literature

Carola Leonie

I .

Ernst, AM.,

Professor

of French

E (onomles
.'.Flprence :v'ary Warner, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
...c~ase G01lng Woodhouse, AM., Professor of Economics
Instltulte of Women's Professional Relations
H rtley
Cross, Ph.D., Professor of Economics

and

"fl.

Kpthenne

Finney, Ph.D., Assistant

Professor of Economics

;v)argaretj Hale Ely, B.S., Assistant Professor of Economics
Leslie P. Beebe, AM., Assistant Professor of Economics

jI
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Di rector of the

English
Frances Dorothy Bethurum, Ph.D., Professor of English
Gerard Edward Jensen, Ph.D., Professor of English
'[Hamilton Martin Smyser, Ph.D., Professor of English
Rosamond Tuve, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Gertrude E. Noyes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English, Dean of Freshmen
John Frederic

Moore,

Ph.D., Associate

Professor of English and Director

of

the Summer Session
Pauline Aiken, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Catherine Oakes, A.M., Assistant Professor of English
Josephine Hunter Ray, AM., Assistant Professor of Speech and Director

of

Radio
Jane Worthington,
Ph.D., Instructor in English
Louise T. Forest, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Richard V. Chase, [r., Ph.D., Instructor in English
Robert E. L. Strider, AM., Instructor in English
Margaret Hazlewood, M.F.A, Director of Wig and Candle
French and Italian
Carola Leonie Ernst, AM. Professor of French
Esther Celia Talbot Cary, Ph.D., Professor of French
Florence

Hier, Ph.D.,

Associate

Professor of French

Malcolm Bancroft Jones, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of French and Spanish
Marion Monaco, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of French and Italian
Andre De Mandach, Doctor of Letters, Assistant Professor of French
Geography
Richard F. Logan, AM.,

Assistant

Professor

of Geography

German

Hanna

Hafkesbrink,
Ph.D., Professor of German
W. Care, Doctor of Law, Instructor in German

Frederick

Government

Marjorie
Maurice

Ruth Dilley, Ph.D., Associate
Klain, A.M.,

Instructor

Professor

of Government

in Government

History
Chester McArthur Destler, Ph.D., Professor of History
Hannah Grace Roach, Ph.D., Professor of History
"Beatrice Reynolds, Ph.D., Professor of History
Gerge Haines, IV, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
F. Edward Cranz, Ph.D., Instructor in History
Helen F. Mulvey, A.M., Instructor in History

:;"on leave

ton leave, first semester
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Home Economics
.
Margaret S Chaney
Ph.D. Professor of Home Economics
.
Mildred Bu·rdett, A'M., As~istant
Professor
of Home Economics
Marian R. Weaver, M.S., Assistant Professor of Ho~e Economics
Katherine C. Long, B.S" Assistant in Home Eco~omrcs
Ruth E. Gould, B.S., Assistant
in Home Economics
Margaret Sayles, Part-time
Assistant
in the Nursery School
athematics
Julia Wells Bower, Ph.D., Associate
Professor
of Mathematics
Nancy Cole, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor
of Mathematics
Marguerite
L. Quimby, AB., Assistant
in Mathematics
Music
Arthur W. Quimby, AB., Professor of Music
Grace Leslie, Part-time Assistant Professor of Music
Martha Alter, AM., Mus.M., Assistant
Professor of Music
Eleanor D. Southworth
Cranz, AM., Instructor
in Music
Zosia jacynowlcz , Instructor in Music
Ruth B. Stevens, AB., Part-time
Assistant
in Music

Philosthy

and Education

FranklEdward
Morris, Ph.D., Lucretia L. Allyn Professor of Phlisophy
Vera !AI innie Butler, Ed.D., Associate
Professor of Education
Rober D. Mack, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor
of Philosophy

Physical Education
Ruth Stanwood,

AB.,

E. Alverna Burdick,
and Coordinator

f

Professor

of Physical

Education

AB., Professor of Physical
of Student
Advising

Education;

Dean of Students

Frances Sheffield Brett, B.S., Assistant
Professor of Physical Education
Ruth H. Bloomer, AM., Assistant
Professor of Physical Education
Ruth Hill Wood, AB., Assistant
Professor
of Physical Education
Ruth Thomas, AM., Instructor
in Physical Education
Lois Rond, AB., Instructor
in Physical Education

Physics
Garabed K. Daghlian, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy
E. Robe-r Beringer, Ph.D., Part-time
Instructor
in Physics
Sheilajs. Irwin, AB., Assistant
in Physics

Psychology
Helen

Peak,

Ph.D.,

Professor

of Psychology

Robert Mills Gagne, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor
Ruth C. Wylie, Ph.D., Instructor
in Psychology

of Psychology

Charles B. WOodbury, AM., Part-time
Instructor
in Psychology
Hermann D. Schmidt, Visiting Lecturer in Psychology
(second semester)
Joan
Weissman,
Assistant
in Psychology

c.
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Religion
Paul Fritz Laubenstein,

S.T.M., Associate

Professor

of Religion

and Chapel

Director
Russian
Alexander

Kasem-Beg,

Assistant

Secretarial Training
Hyla May Snider, AM.,
Rita Barnard, M.B.A.,

Social Anthropology
':'Bessie Bloom Wessel,
Hope L. Boyle, AM.,

Assistant

Professor of Russian

Professor

of Secretarial

Assistant Professor of Secretarial

Studies
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Sociology
Ruby [o Reeves Kennedy, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
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Spanish and Portuguese
Zelmira Biaggi, AM., Assistant Professor of Spanish, Acting Chairman of
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Leo Kirschenbaum,
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Zoology
E. Frances Botsford, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology
Dorothy Richardson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology, Dean of
Sophomores
Sibyl Amanda Hausman, AM., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Ruth M. Merwin, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Sarah

Rawlins

Jones,

Barbara J. Bergmann,

A.M.,

Instructor

AB., Assistant

in Zoology

in Zoology

::'on leave
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'. ···········
95 Glenwood Rd., Ridgewood, N. J.
R~ynolds, ,Margaret W. .. .. ..
.
322 Harvard 51., Cambridge, Mass.
RIF~ards, \'Jancy.........................
.15 Whiting Rd., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
R,c ards, Roberta...............
.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
Rlttl, Jean E................
.
88 Union Place, Ridgefield Park, N. J.
Roberts, Eleanor························· ·
1415 Parker Ave. , Detroit , Mich.
R
k V .. M
oc e, rrglnla
····························
Plymouth Road Rye N Y
Rogers, Joyce E························
A4 Newton Terrace, Waterbury,' Co·nn"
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Ross, Shirley~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~21 Belmont St., Portland, Me.
Rubin DeCelis, Angela Pilar..
~~~~~~~Clinton,Conn.
Rusterholtz, Virginia M.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~.303Berkeley Dr., Syracuse, N. Y.
Sachs, Phyllis L..~~~
~~.32 Westwood Rd., New Haven, Cor-n.
Sbona, Angela V.~~~
~~~~~~~~~98
Huntington
Hill, Middletown, Conn.
Schaumann,
Wilda Marguerite~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~804Berkeley Road,
Westover Hills, Wilmington,
Del.
Scott, Janet E.~~~
~~~
.26 Academy Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Sharp, Frances W.
.
~
111 High St., Leonia, N. J.
Sharp, Marquita
74 Forest St., Hartford, Conn.
Shattuck, Natalie
~ ~.~..~~~
~
Beverly Farms, Mass.
Singer, RitL............
..
1050 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Sladek, Chella H .... ~...
.. ..... 662 W. Hollywood Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Sloan, Patricia A......
..
6945 Oglesby Ave., Chicago, III.
Smith, Alice V....
..
~
~
College Park, Lewisburg, Pa.
Stern, Marian A........
..
~
2510 West Grace St., Richmond, Va.
Sullivan, Marilyn B
~~163 Maple St., Malden, Mass.
Sulzer, Helene M
~
~
Wyckoff PI., Woodmere, N. Y.
Summers, Pauline D __ ~~
~
3129 Bond Ave., East St. Louis, III.
Susman, Barbara J ~~~ ~.~~.~
75 Ridgefield St., Hartford, Conn.
SWift, Nancy L..~..............~.341
Pelhamdale Ave., Pelham, N. Y.
5119 38th St. N. W., Washington,
D. C.
34 Post Hill Place, New London, Conn.
1223 East Wayne St. South, South Bend, Ind.
...10 Colonial Court, West New Brighton,
Staten Island, N. Y.
.. .... 67 South Broad St.. Norwich, N. Y.

Tashof, Constance E........
Templeton, Jean M.~~~~~
Tilley, Jane M
Tompkins, Barbara J.. ~...........
Turner,

Laurie A

Upjohn,

Diana M

~~

~.
__

Veenstra, Kathryn R
Veleas, Bessie J.
Vosgian, Marjorie E..

~

..South Dixie Highway, Monroe,

Mich.

~.~~~......
..649 East 25 Sr.. Paterson, N. J.
..
184 Washington St., New Britain, Conn.
~~
14 King, Hartford, Conn.

Wadhams, SeIL
~.~
82 Forest St., Torrington, Conn.
Wagner, Janet M
~~~~~~~~
~546 Washington Ave., Palo Alto, Calif.
Walker, Lysbeth A
2865 Brighton Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio
Wallace, Sally A
350 Iroquois PI., Beaver, Pa.
Ward, Miriam S........ ~.~~...... ~
.~~.. .31 Agawam Rd., Quincy, Mass.
Ward, Sallie P .. ~~.......... .
2318 Selma Ave., Youngstown, Ohio
Wardwell, Martha.~
~~~
~~~.Crescent Rd., Concord, Mass.
Warnken, Betty S
~~
~
~ 601 Somerset Rd., Baltimore, Md.
Weigl, Rita H...............
..~
86 Sheldrake Rd.. Scarsdale, N. Y.
Wheeler, Jane T. ~. ..
~
26 Nashville Rd., Bethel, Conn.
Whelden, Gertrude A
~118 Merriweather
Rd.. Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
Willard, Marion J... ~~~..........
.. ....... Sasco Hill Rd., Southport, Conn.
Williams, Donna M.....
~~~~~85
Meadow Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.
Williams, Joan
~~.....................
..
Lake Ave., Greenwich, Conn.
Williford, Enid M
~~.
~~]6 Robin Hood Rd., White Plains, N. Y.
Wilmarth, Joan D ~~
..... 90 Beechtree Dr., Larchmont, N. Y.
Witte, Barbara D
5674 North Shore Dr., Milwaukee, Wis.
Yamasaki,

Margaret

H

~

~

831 Tenth Ave., Honolulu

32,

T. H.
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66 E. 83 St., New York, N.MY.
Frances --- ---------------- .........
'A
7324 Hampden
Lane, Bethesda,
d.
A~:~rr~/~~~ra
'.:'.'.:'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:__.31 0 N. Boulevard West, Huntington,
W Va.
An der
erson . EI'rz a b e th L .
. .
.. ....
.70 Oak St., Middletown,
Conn.
Armstrong 'J oan M ..
__
54 Day St., Auburndale,
Mass.
A hton M~rgaret 5
.
702 W. 24 St., Wilmington,
Del.
Atgenblick
Barbara L..
. .. __.. _._.__
67 S. Munn Ave., East Orange, N. J.
A*ers, Barb~ra
37 Brentmoor
Park, St. Louis, Mo.
Adams

;l:

BJrnes,

Ed ith

161 Ham iIton Rd_, Lancaster,

Pa.

B rnett Gloria J.. --------------l 01 Central Park W., New York, N. Y.
Bjrtlett'
K Kendall
Tanglewood
Hill, Woodbrook,
Baltimore, Md.
Bawden Nan
..
. 105 Greenwood
Ave., Davenport,
Iowa
Beattie,' Carolyn J.. ----------------------------------------Coleman
Rd., Cheshire, Conn.
Benjamin, [oyce., . ·
.. __
.
....
.57 Lincoln Ave., Norwich, Conn.
Benton, Mary F.. -----------33 Calhoun Sr., Torrington,
Conn.
Berberian, Miriam

5·-----------

19 Beechmont,

Worcester,

Mass.

Berger, Sally L.. ---------------.Lakeshore
Blvd. and E. 105, Cleveland, Ohio
Bernstein, Marion H---------------------1120 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Blaisdell~Sarah
G .. --------------.160 Jackson Ave., Bradford, Pa.
Blickma r Barbara J .. ------------.
.2 J J Central Park W., New York, N. Y.
393 Bonnie Brae Ave., Rochester,
N. Y.
Bbhman, H. Barbara
B~lte, Ge trude A----------..
23 Abbington
Terrace, Glen Rock, N. J.
B9wden, {v\argaret M------------· .. ------------Uncas Road, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Boylan, Marilyn J.. ------J 35 Beaconfield
Rd., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
B~ainard, Mary L--------------------__..
Ridge
Rd., Middletown,
Conn.
296
B~aley, Janice
..
38 Pleasant St., Fairhaven, Mass.
Braun, Lois Z ..------------------------..
.AO W. 74 St., New York, N. Y.
Brengle, Helen J .. ----------..
J 50 E. 73 St., New York, N. Y.
Brennan, Mabel W ..------..-----------300 Main Sf., White Plains, N. Y.
Brenner, Suzanne R.. -3 Montgomery
Circle, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Brigham, E. Frances
..
604 Pollard Park, Williamsburg,
Va.
Broman, Jane F--------------------------- ...
..
Essex
Rd.,
Winnetka,
III.
50
oks
Brr , Mary B.. ----------------..
.5 J 4 Monroe Ave., Scran ton, Pa.
Sr wn, V. Louise.,
·.
..
.. 6 Warren St., Winchester,
Mass.
Byck, MarOrie A------- .. ------.. -..
317 S. Lincoln Ave., Elberon, N. J.

y

Callaghan! 1anel..----·
Cymthia--- .. ---·
Ca roll, 1ern L.. -------------Ca ter, je~n L __
. __
.. __
...... __
..

212 Davison Place, Englewood, N. J.
Mass.
83-2 Park Ave., Worcester,
46 Alexander
Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
.
.
J 16 E. 68 St., New York, N. Y.

catre ,

~~o :i~y~Jf:P::::·.·:·.-.·.-:·:·.::-::·

.. .: ..

Co gill, Batrbara ) .. -------------------------C ne, Est er A

C

r gle,
Cramer,

G

M

-i50S ..Kilb~;~·Rd.P~:r~:~h~irt;
.70 Brookside Or., Hamden,'
105 N. Broad St. Norwich

Co'nn:
N Y

,

a e
.. --.. --------.. ----------------.. ------------------716 2nd St., Dayton,
Dorothy., ....
...
2231 California St. N. W., Washington,

Dana, Geraldine-- ..
DeCamp, Elizabeth A .. ----.. ------·
DkAM'
enc s, . arra---------- .. ·

..

sixty-eight

,.

Ohio
D. C.

.303 Elm Ave. Swarthmore
Pa
.52 Collamore Ter. West Orange
N' J'
',
..
...... __67 Mountain
Ave. Larchmont
N Y
,
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Downing, Jane 5
Drescher, Dorothy A.
Dube, Ina
Ellis, Nancie L..
Evans, Dorothy P..

1801 Lauderdale Rd., Louisville, Ky.
R.F.D. No.1, Sharon, Conn.
175 Riverside Dr., New York, N. Y.
2929 N. Shepard Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
16 Alden Rd.. Wellesley Hills, Mass.

.

Fanjoy, Ruth E...............
Farnham, Susan...................
Farnsworth, Margaret B.
Fauerbach, Vivian E
Feffer, Carol.
Fenn, Mary..................
Ferguson, Virginia C
Fincke, Elizabeth M __
Fletcher, Alice K
Flink, Millicent J
Flint, Elizabeth Mae
Folts, Patricia
Fried, Marian C............

.

266 Broad St., New London, Conn.
24 Hillside Ave., Millburn, N. J.
107 Prospect St., Providence, R. I.
.360 Liberty Rd., Englewood, N. J.
1310 W. Coronado Rd., Phoenix, Ariz.
.2420 Driftwood Rd., St. Petersburg, Fla.
.290 Vine Ave., Lake Forest, III.
.
..Nearwayer Lane, Noroton, Conn.
880 North St., White Plains, N. Y.
.41 Poplar Ave., Deal, N. J.
155 LeMoyne Ave., Washington,
Pa.
.
5 Bow Rd., Belmont, Mass.
.
609 W. 70 Ter., Kansas City, Mo.
.

.

.

Gaberman, Naomi..................
.
.201 N. Whitney St., Hartford, Conn.
Gabianelli, Norma J...........................
.
60 Jewett St., Ansonia, Conn.
Gardner, Mary L
.421 0 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
Garrison, Emily O
North Compo Rd., Westport, Conn.
Gerwig, Georgia R
.211 W. Pine St., Rome, N. Y.
Ginzberg, Josanne
6 Prentice Rd., Newton Center, Mass.
Glassman, Rona D.............
.
.46 Glen Ellyn Way, Rochester, N. Y.
Glazier, Anne L.
__ ..
. .51 Winsor Ave., Watertown, Mass.
Goldsmith, Minnette W.......
. 2720 Ridgewood Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Goodstein, Rose E...............
.525 E. 89 St., New York, N. Y.
Gottschling,
Betty 5
1009 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Grayson, Ann W
.3677 Asbury Ave., Dallas, Texas
Green, Winnie..............
.
101 Ellwood Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Hackett, Sarah E.................
Hammer, Phyllis W
Haskell, Mimi D
Hauser, M. Ruth.........
Henneberger,
Nancy N
Hetland, Verone F.
Higley, Anne L................
Himmel, Barbara P
Holman, Gale.........
.
Horn, Elizabeth H................
How, Sara K
Hunter, Elizabeth........
Hurlbut, Jean
Jaffa, Carol J
jasch, Marion L
Joffe, Sylvia N
Johnson, Norma H

.38 Woodcliff Rd., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
.503 Spring Ave., Elkins Park, Pa.
Westover Rd.. Stamford, Conn.
.
29 Hilton Ave., Garden City, N. Y.
I 06 Smull Ave., Caldwell, N. J.
.
512 North St., Jefferson, Wis.
.
2907 Park ridge Ave., Marinette, Wis.
300 Central Park W., New York, N. Y.
Shorehame Club Drive, Old Greenwich, Conn.
. .... 15 Brayton Rd.. Scarsdale, N. Y.
.35 Clifton Ave., West Hartford, Conn.
Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
1362 Pelhamdale Ave., Pelham Manor, N. Y.
..0 .

.

.264 Highland Blvd., Brooklyn, N. Y.
18 Amity St., Hartford, Conn.
90 Causeway, Lawrence, L. I., N. Y.
.439 Hollywood Dr., Monroe, Mich.
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·
Johnston, Elizabeth E.. .... ···.... :.::
Johnston, Janet K....................
~lones, Barbara F
joan M...........
Jossen,
udge, jennifer .. · · ......
..
A
judson, Marguerite
Katz, Ruth H.......
g
jlu , Marilyn M..

Camels

Hump,

Box 15, Bethlehem,
Pa.
Mountain, Tenn.
112 Hilton Ave., Garden City, N. Y.
·;ic;S·Ri·chmond Rd., Douglaston,
L I., N. Y.
..29 Overhill Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
3·127 Selvyn Ave., Charlotte,
N. C.
.

.509 Kyle Ave., Lookout

.... 14 Fairdel

St., Springfield,
Mass.
5
B h I C
t., et e,
onn.
Rd., Chicago, III.

............ 16 Andrews
6101 Sheridan

..

~~a~~~d~te~e~:M·~~......:·::·::
.
EI
C
[oeru tz Rose
, eanor
Koster,
E..... ·.... ·.·.::::
.
I<!

..:::::::..

Kuhn, julia M

222 Sheridan Ave, Mt. Vernon, N. Y
Wildwood Park, R.F.D. 6, Portland, Me.
..... 2 Prospect Park W, Brooklyn, N. Y.
212 Wellington

Rd., jenkintown,

Pa.

I 66 Ridge Rd., Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
..
39 Nechols St., Rutland, Vt.
Box 15, Grove Beach, Clinton, Conn.
936 Grant Ave., Pelham Manor, N. Y.
258 Ledyard St., New London, Conn.
.54 Sheffield Rd., Newtonville, Mass.
87 Berrian Rd., New Rochelle, N. Y.
238 Mamaroneck
Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
,44 Lilac St., East Hartford, Conn.

Lambert, Joan
Landon, Joyce E......................
Leslie, Elizabeth A
Lewis, Natalie R
LeZarde, Jeanne M
Lishon, Paulina M .. · ·
Luce Marion
Lurt~n, IGrace E ·
ynCh
, iriscilla H
·

t

MacDonald, Mary E ·
45 Channing St., New London, Conn.
Manasevit, Edith 5
.205 Manhattan Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
0anning,
Patricia A
· ·
80 Beekman St., Plattsburg, N. Y.
Mariani, Gloria D
20 Colman Sr., New London, Conn.
Markle, Marian V
Sugarloaf, R. D., Pa.
Markovits, Estelle M
20 Lenox Place, Middletown, N. Y.
Marsh, Louise F ·
··.. ·
60 Duncan Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Maynard, Barbara A ..·
290 Crystal Ave., New London, Conn.
McConnochie, V. jeanne .. ·
626 Wynnwood Rd., Pelham, N. Y.
tcDowell,
Margaret E
·
·
30 Macomb St., Plattsburg, N. Y.
A/Lean, Sharon
·.. ·
·.. ·
246 Aycrigg Ave., Passaic, N. J.
ead, Barbara B
··
· ·
.57 Elm St., RockVille, Conn.
eagh
r, Mary A
·..·..·
16 Lincoln Ave., Binghamton, N. Y.
x;eltzeo, Rhoda j
J 17 Kensington
Ave., jersey City, N. J.
~ersho~, Marion Y
·
27 Bedford PI., Stamford, Conn.
'I',iller, ~arbara }.. ·.. ·.. · ·.. ·
53 J 1 Worthington
Dr., Washington,
D. C.
iller
, Marilyn
·.. · ·
280 Roselle Ave., Cedarhurst, L I., N. Y.
Moreelli Patrrcla·
·
·.. ·
D. C.
2300 E. St., N. W., Washington,
urphy, Maureen T
105 Allen St., Torrington, Conn.

t

tl

NandeTs,
Mary 5
ll
Nectowr Phyl sJ
·
Neuma"n, Bernice 0
Nibecker, Marilyn A
Nicholson, Emily C
Norton, Barbara A.
Noyes, Nancy

I
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2499 Longfellow Ave., Detroit,
33 Plainfield St., Waban,

Mich.
Mass.
66 Woodbine St., Hamden, Conn.
Kenilworth Apt., Alden Park, Philadelphia,
Pa.
905 Spring Rd., Charleston, W. Va.
J 9 Princeton
St., Holyoke, Mass.
South Compo Rd., Westport,
Conn.

·

O'Neil, Frances
Otten john, Emily T

1501 Bailey Ave., McKeesport,
Pa.
1326 Park Ridge PI., Cincinnati, Ohio

Parsons, Estelle______
__
Perryman, Ann V ..
.
Peters, Phyllis
..
.
Phipps, Muriel H____________
Pierce, Jean P...
__
Pinchbeck, Barbara J..
.
Portlock, Margaret 5..
Pozald, Carolyn A

.17 Conant Rd., Marblehead,
Mass.
Popham Hall Apts., Scarsdale, N. Y.
34 Crawford Rd., Harrison, N. Y.
__ 20 Franklin St., Morristown, N. J.
.
.P. O. Box 145, Hudson, Ohio
.137 S. St.. N. W., Washington,
D. C.
1611 Hampton Blvd., Norfolk, Va.
. .50 Sisson Ave., Hartford, Conn.

Ramsden, Elizabeth A
Raymond, Constance E.. __..
Regottaz, Janet M
....
. __..
Resnick, Ruth L.
.
Richard, Jane L.
Risk, Georgia..
Roberts, Janice E..
.
.
Robinson, Helen I..
Roburn, Joan M ..
.
Rothe, H. Louise__________
__
Russell, Elizabeth c.
.

23 Oakridge Rd., West Orange,
.72 Sagamore Rd., Bronxville,
Route 42, Box 946, EI Paso,
.645 Ruth St., Bridgeport,
3147 Victoria Ave., Cincinnati,
62 Kilburn Rd.. Garden City,
62 Inwood Rd., Bridgeport,
.38 High St., Clinton,
.640 West End Ave., New York,
29 Franklin PI., Pelham,
.163 Rose Road, Memphis,

N. J.
N. Y.
Texas
Conn.
Ohio
N. Y.
Conn.
Conn.
N. Y.
N. Y.
Tenn.

Schafer, Gretchen
.1930 Blvd., West Hartford, Conn.
Schermerhorn,
Nancy J.. -1025 Marquette,
La Salle, III.
Schmuck, Nancy J .. --.
..583 North Church St., Naugatuck, Conn.
Schock, Ellen____________________
__.308 Brighton Ave., Spring Lake, N. J.
Schoneberger,
Denise L.. __.
1330 Monroe Ave., River Forest, III.
Schultz, Judith N
.__..
.1007 Ridgewood PI., Highland Park, III.
Shepherd, Mari Iyn E.
Litchfield Turnpike, Woodbridge, Conn.
Sherman, Jean A
.
. .
1715 Main St., Glastonbury, Conn.
Shinn, Julienne J.
.303 S. Boulevard, Huntington,
W. Va.
Shuman, Anne M ..
__
.. 616 Vale St., Chevy Chase, Md.
Silhavy, Joyce P
.
1410 Howard Sr.. Saginaw, Mich.
Siller, Lois M ..
.
__.15918 Oakhill Rd., East Cleveland, Ohio
Simes, Vtctor-ia.c.c..
__
.
..28 Bowdoin St., Portland, Me.
Simmons, [ane t.
.
.
.139 Kenyon St., Hartford, Conn.
Smith, Grace S ..
.
217 Paddock Sr.. Watertown,
N. Y.
Smith, Jane M ..
__ .R.F.D. No.4, Portland, Me.
Spivey, Dorothy A
.
.
.Rogers Lane, Wallingford,
Pa.
Starr, Susan
.
74 Park Ave., Bronxville, N. Y.
Stecher, Mary
.
.12962 Lake Ave., Lakewood, Ohio
Stone, Doris P
.
..30 Hillside Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
Stone, Mary E..
.. _.__.
..216 Ellington Rd., Longmeadow, Mass.
Strassburger,
Mary L.
.
802 Granard Ave., Steubenville, Ohio
Strotz, Sandra
.
140 E. 39 St.. New York, N. Y.
Stutz, Marjorie A__________
____ .422 Edgemont Ave., Palmerton, Pa.
Sullivan, Marcia. . ... .. __ ._._...
.... _ ...
.Bamsteb!e, Mass.
Thatcher, Barbara R
.
.
The is, Jacque line
--------------------

__21 College Ave., Swarthmore, Pa.
______
34 Ocean Ave., Islip, N. Y.
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~~~~>~~;i:~-~~___
-_-_-------:
_ __-_-.::--1085W~e;~~~~:
_2654·Briarcliffe

Ave.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

e~tKa~~:~~~~y~~:

Trench

Barbara___

_

·
Van 5 ant, Kat h anne.

1049 Avon Rd., Schenectady,

..

Van Syckle, Gretchen_____________________
-J
01 ga P . . . _
V an W aqoner,
Viets, Marilyn P.

N. Y.

1539 Rolling Rd., Relay, Md.
__.509 Tisdale PI., Woodbridge,
N. J.
.47AWiliow
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
School St., E. Granby, Conn.

wa1lker Barbara
.
888 Farmington
Ave., West Hartford,
Conn.
Walker: Marion
R.F.D. No.2, Boonton, N. J.
Walsh, Emmy L
.35 Westwood
Rd.. West Hartford,
Conn.
Walzer, Peggy 5.
.
26 East 93 St., New York, N. Y.
Warren, Barbara
-----------.
1738 E. 46 St., Ashtabula,
Ohio
Watrous, Alice E.
R.F.D. No.1,
Mystic, Conn.
Watson, Marilyn A_ -165 Murray Ave., Larchmont,
N. Y.
Webb, Ann T
-__.
-----------------------5] 6 Oak Rd., Merion, Pa.
Webber, Jeanne M. __--.44 Whittier
Rd., Wellesley
Hills, Mass.
Weber, Mildred H·----.
13 Kingston Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Weiner, Selma R.----.---------_.
2325 Main St., West Hartford,
Conn.
Wrttach,
Helen J·----------------.----------5 J 35 Boundary St., Chapel Hill, N. C.
WTeeler, j"nne H·----------.524 Westminster
Ave., Elizabeth,
N. J.
Wrtehea~,
Sarah B.
63 Cloverly Rd., Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
WI ittemolre, Margaret
854 Salem Ave., Elizabeth,
N. J.
Wilde, Cornefia..
.
65 Walbridge
Rd., West Hartford,
Conn.
Wilder, Catherine L.---------------Binney Lane, Old Greenwich,
Conn.
Willard, Clare T.---------.
70 McKinley Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Williams, Betty Ruth..
905 College Ave., EI Paso, Texas
Wilson, Cerolyo.
. . A Appletree
Trail, Westport,
Conn.
Wilson, Elizabeth A -----------. 210 W. Green Sf., Ithaca, N. Y.

L:

Winton, Julia D
Wyzan, Sybil-------Young, Carol T.

.

--------------------- ---------------------------------------Wayzata,
150 Magnolia
St.. Hartford,

.

Oak Ridge

Peekskill
I
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Minn.
Conn.
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•

Adelizzi, Martha S
Alderman,
Hyla M
Allen, Nancy Elizabeth
Amburn, Virginia R
Andrews, Virginia M.__________
Antonides,
Nina
Asher, Margery J
Axinn, Carole P

Gardner Lake, Colchester, Conn.
623 Ellsworth Ave., New Haven, Conn.
·····95 Niles St., Hartford, Conn.
131 Platt Ave., Norwich, Conn.
.4 Hawthorne Ave., Princeton,
N. J.
115 Inlet Terrace, Belmar, N. J.
99 Coolidge Rd., Worcester,
Mass.
West Shokan, N. Y.

_

c.

Bailey, Joyce Z
Baker, Janet W
Baker, Shirley A.................
Baldwin, Carol L.
Baldwin, Catherine L
Barker, Laurel M
Barrett, Holly J
Bartlett, Judith
Bauer, Barbara A..........
Beam, Annabel.....
Bearse, Nancy....
Belcher, Sally M.....
Bemiss, Nancy E..
Bennett, Charlotte
Benvenuti, Margaret E
.
Biddle, Barbara
Birdsall, Emily...........
Blank, Frances K
Blaustein, Barbara E
Blessis, Artemis M. A.
Bluman, Maria E
Boone, Annis E
Booth, Carol F
Borden, Joanne
Buck, Katherine P
Buddie, Nancy A
Buist, [anet..
Bundy, Mary Vernon
Burdick, Joan H.................
Burrough, Elizabeth
Busch, Edmee
Canova, Nancy D.........
Chester, Nancy M
Clark, B. Anne...............
Clark, Mary A.
Clark, Phyllis..................
Claybaugh, Virginia A.
Cohan, Joanne W
Condon, Sally B
Conklin, Harriet J

.526 Ellsworth Ave, New Haven, Conn.
·.. 31 Forest Road, West Hartford, Conn.
. 62 Wood Ave., East Longmeadow, Mass.
860 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, N. J.
.47 Chatham Rd., Longmeadow, Mass.
R.F.D. No.1, Norwalk, Conn.
191 Summer St., Bristol, Conn.
Dock Lane, Great Neck, N. Y.
1235 Ashland Ave., Wilmette,
III.
.. .. 2985 Morley Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio
..
.34 Governors Rd.. Milton, Mass.
..
Kiski School, Saltzburg, Pa.
.401 Pomeroy Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.
·· .. Vinegar Hill, Indiana, Pa.
..267 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.
Orchard Ave., Weston, Mass.
711 Bendermere Ave., Interlaken, N. J.
I 07 Gordonhurst
Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Alto Dale Farm, Pikesville, Baltimore, Md.
.52 Coolidge St., Hartford, Conn.
.216 Montclair Ave., Upper Montclair, N. I·
3536 Rosedale, Dallas, Texas
··
P.O. Box 35, Greensburg,
Pa.
.5 Longfellow Rd., Marblehead, Mass.
186 Williams St., Glastonbury, Conn.
2024 East Main St., Waterbury, Conn.
.570 Stonegate Terrace, Glencol, Conn.
· 1543 44th St.. N. W., Washington,
D. C.
.. Summit, Ivoryton, Conn.
·····.. ····.. ··6 Drumlin Rd., Clifton, Mass.
··.. ···..316 Lincoln Ave., Highland Park, N. J.

.

.

.
.
..

.2051 Highland St., Allentown, Pa.
···.2437 N. Terrace Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
.
Grassy Hill Road, Milford, Conn.
101 Maple Ave., Wyncote, Pa.
.216 Nesmith St., Lowell, Mass.
222 Market St., Brownsville, Pa.
·.. ·307 W. Morgan Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
30 Hillcrest Drive, Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Chestnut Ridge Road, Saddle River, N. J.
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C01ner, Ann..................
Cook, Barbara W...... . .... ....
Coo,
Coons,
Costa,
Crane,

Suzanne M.........
Deirdre K
Elizabeth....
Caroline I

Crane, Marilyn

.

.0

.. 365 South Benson Rd., Fairfield, Conn.
J 13 Mountain
Ave., Summit, N J
.....
N
L d
C
1020
Ocean
Ave.,
ew
on
on,
-.. .....
..910 Fifth Ave., New York, N.ann.
Y.
-...
15 Raymond St., New London, Conn
·············1395 Willow Lane, Birmingham,
Mlch

__

279 Westville

Ave., West

Caldwell,

N

J.

Dave port Gwenllyn J·····..·-·
- _
__.5turgis, South Dako~a
Davi~son
Joyce······_
_.. __
__ 1457 Union St., Brooklyn, N. .
DickJon Norma Elaine
_..
_
73 Lafayette St., Marblehead,
Mass
Dixon J~anne H. ·······-·········· ··-_ 324 East 46th St., Savannah, Ga.
Dower Carol [ean..
_
385 N. Quaker Lane, West Hartford, Conn.
Dravis, Virginia Ann.. ..
705 North Stadium Way, Tacoma, Wash.
Drisler Doris. --··_--··------·------------------- . Yowaqo Ave., Pine Orchard, Conn.
Durgin', Mario~ F·-··-···-····· _
_
_.38 Crestmont
Road, Binghamton,
N. Y.

S

Earle, Polly 5
__
Earnest Barbara R. ···············-Eckhardt, Doris K···········
Eighmy, Helen L
.. __.
Enyrt, Cha:rlotte Ann·--·····_··

Pa.
307 Rodman Ave., Jenkintown,
2165. Franklin, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
26 5toneyside Drive, Larchmont,
N. Y.
.
306 Grant St., Sewickley, Pa.
2193 Ridgewood Rd., Akron, Ohio

Fan~lli, Rutr L················· ·
_
395 West Preston, Hartford, Conn.
Fedej-, Barb!'a J····-····
2500 Arlington Rd., Cleveland Heights, Obio
Flynr, Thecl:Jora c.················
_
..405 E. 54 St., New York, N. Y.
Foote, Geraldine············· .. _
32 Hayden St., WillimantiC, Conn.
Ford, Nancy LOuise .... _
Hotel Philadelphian,
Apt. No. 614, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Fox, Carolyn G.············._ Apt. 414, 330 Laurel St., Hartford,
Conn.
Frank, Josephine E·-··················
_ 2 Circle, Gordonston, Savannah, Ga.
Freed, Rhoda A···············-······_._ _ _
31 Prospect St., Essex, Conn.
Gartner, Anne E················-·-··
.. _
_.. 162 Cambridge Ave., Englewood, N. J.
Gehrke, Ann E..··········
_ _
29 Oakland Park Blvd., Pleasant Ridge, Mich.
Geller, Harriet C··············-·
_
168 Bon Air Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Gesser, Joan R.··············-·· _
_.2607 E. Shorewood Blvd., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Gillalm, Mary P
- _.. _
_
Oak Hills, Metuchen, N. J.
Ginspurg, Brenda F········--·_······· _
_.. _.167 Willard Rd., Brookline, Mass.
Gold, Barba a R.················---····_
65 Mayhew Dr., South Orange, N. J.
Goldperg, ROberta
_
_
150 Thames St., New London, Corm:
,
25 Westmore Rd., Mattapan, Mass.
Goocjrich, ""lartha B········-··-_
_ .516 5eabreeze Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gra!JI~e,PatnCla Ann··-····_-·······
_ 6812 Edgenton Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Gree , POII~----··------··----------.__.. __22 J Forest Drive, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Grier' Jean J----.------------------------------------------.
J 964 Stockbridge
Rd., Akron, Ohio
GnJason,
Ilona C-------------.17 Wayland St., Hartford, Conn.
Hallowell, Emily---------·
.
14 Norwood Rd., West Hartford,
Hamachek, Mary Ann
._
----__._846 Hawthorne Terrace, Manitowoc,
Hamlin, Jacqueline M .. ----------.
.32 Crestmont
Rd., Binghamton,
Hansen, Elaine R
.
------__907 Park Lane, Grosse POint,
Harburg, Naomi
.
A Timsbury Terrace, Lynn,
Hargrove, Virginia Lee------------__·
.
425 Vincent Ave., Lynbrook,
PUfLe one hundred

seventY-four

Conn.
Wis.
N. Y.
Mich.
Mass.
N. Y.

Harrington,
Mary E.........
.
111 East 80 St., New York, N. Y.
Harris, Isabel D..
...938 Taylor Ave., Scranton, Pa.
Harris, Priscilla C ... ...
.28 Observatory Drive, Croton-an-Hudson,
N. Y.
Harvey, Barbara L....
.
.47 Elmwood Ave., Rye, N. Y.
Hawkey, Kiana Ann..........
.
1924 Wyandotte Dr., Euclid, Ohio
Haynes, Helen.
._.
._..
Stonecrop Farm, Stonington, Conn.
Healy, Mary H
240 W. Evergreen Ave., Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hedlund, Polly
14 President's Lane, Quincy, Mass.
Herren, Audrey M.......
. .46 Granite St.. New London, Conn.
Hess, Alice M.......
.
1211 Marlyn Rd., Philadelphia, Pa.
Heywood, Catherine
Turner's Road, Middletown, R. I.
Hicks, Nancylee..........
34 Hillside Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Hill, Cynthia P............
.
78 Webster Rd., Weston, Mass.
Hillman, Maxine E......
.
.222 W. 83 St., New York, N. Y.
Hodges, Charlene.....
.
2446 McCulloh St., Baltimore, Md.
Holle, Lee Anna
33 Granite Sr., New London, Conn.
Holt, Christine Clara
8400 N. E. 10th Ave., Miami, Fla.
Hossack, Shirley B...
. .420 Highland Ave., Upper Montclair, N. [.
Hoyt, Ella Lou
9 Yorktowne PI., Mt. Vernon, Elizabeth, Pa.
Hunt, Eloise E..
Red Lane, Danville, Pa.
Jackson,
Jackson,

Julia A......
Sarah L.

Kane, Georgina 1
Kaplan, Ruth L
Kearns, Nancy T
Kelley, Frances c.
Kent, Eleanor M
King, Nancy Jane
Klein, Rosanne
Knight, Beverly
Koladny, Edith
Komeck, Ludmilla
Kraft, Cynthia A.
Kranich, Diane.

.
.

Conn.
Conn.

140 Hampton Rd., Garden City, N. Y.
.38 American Legion Highway, Dorchester, Mass.
·······196 Wilshire Rd., Rochester, N. Y.
.35 E. 2nd St., Frederick, Md.
··.
.
.45 Lathrop Ave., Binghamton, N. Y.
···.2 Howe Terrace, Wellsville, N. Y.
80 S. Woodmere Blvd., Woodmere, L. I., N. Y.
151 Moraine St., Brockton, Mass.
············1030 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
·············R.F.D. No.1, Uncasville, Conn.
.50 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
.
..
160 Richmond Ave., Worcester, Mass.

.

Lamb, Harriet A.
Lantz, Susan M
Leary, Betty J
Lee, Grace
Lee, Margaret E
Linsley, Julia W
Little, Susan G
Lloyd, Ruth
Long, Barbara B
Lovejoy, Virginia
MacCallum,
Susan
MacDermid,
Margaret
MacWilliam,
Ann N
Manasevit,
Anita R
Mapes, Joan F

.48 Main St.. Ridgefield,
North Salem Rd., Ridgefield,

.46 Sargent Crossway, Brookline, Mass.
·········.22 Falmouth Rd., Longmeadow, Mass.
130 Wickham Rd., Garden City, N. Y.
········.5921 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
59 East Ave., Westerly, R. I.
101 East 74 St., New York, N. Y.
· ·····
194 Kenyon St., Hartford, Conn.
··.. ···········
South Ave., New Canaan, Conn.
1715 W. Franklin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
·.40 Foxcroft Rd., Winchester,
Mass.
A.

·· .. ·.. 8 Lafayette Rd., Larchmont,
.506 Farnsworth Ave., Bordentown,
25 West Union St., Wilkes·Barre,
195 Manhattan
Ave., Bridgeport,
·15 Coolidge Rd., West Hartford,

N. Y.
N. J.
Pa.
Conn.
Conn.
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Rd , Winchester,
Mass.
Marceau, Jeanne E..
------ .. ---- 14 Manchester
Markovits
Janet....
.
.20 Lenox PI., Middletown,
N. Y.
~ason, M~ry Jo......
.
5] 1 Broad Acres Rd , Narberth,
Pa.
cClure, Jean B
.52 Brookline Ave., Albany, N. Y.
' b e th
Rd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio
.. .2488 Wellington
M Conoug h ey EIIza
M Dowell M;ry Ann
.2431 East 34th St., Tulsa, Okla.
M Lear IAnne R
222 Widermere
Ave., Wayne, Pa.
MdQue~m Merritt L.
.4117 Linden Hills Blvd., Minneapolis,
Minn.
M~harg
Virginia
]055 Sleepy Hollow Lane, Plainfield, N. J.
Mehls Barbara A
3 Hepburn Rd., Hamden, Conn.
Merca'ntbn Noell'~ P
Old Chester Rd., Essex Fells, N. J.
Miller Elsi~ B...........
.
.44 Beverly Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
Mi'ler: Margaret A...
.
2 Birch Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
Mills, Nancy R
] 9] 5 S. Sheridan Rd., Highland Park, III.
Minsky, Joyce G
2615 Gordon St., Allentown, Pa.
Mitchell, Ann
193 Clairmont
Terrace, Orange, N. J.
Mitchell, J. Sonya
.45 Highland St., West Hartford, Conn.
Monjo, Ann R
Weed Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Moody, Manette........
.
9 Webster Ave., Hanover, N. H.
Moore Joan A.
.
1 ] 0·20 69th Ave., Forest Hills, N. Y.
'
I
Moore, Sylvia A
3625 Greenbrier
Dr., Dallas, Texas
MUirhead, Elizabeth Y.
.
.34 Winthrop,
West Newton, Mass.
M:ulvane~, jean E
···················
12 Gurnsey, Keene, N. H.
MfJnger, N. Terry....
.
] 0 Second Ave., Waterbury,
Conn.
Ml.Jrray, ~ancy
300 College Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

N

Najarian, Adrienne
Nelson, Ruth K

M

Neumann, Marjorie

T.---- .. -

Nock, Georgene
Nasworthy, Gabrielle
Novey, Alice W·············
Nye, Sally
······
O\,er, Rachel E. B.···
O'IBrien, Shirley M·······
lers, Mary L.
Ollham, Mary
Owpenheim, Isabelle·········
Olto, Mi1'i A.················

°t

.427 Carrington
Ave., Woonsocket,
R. I.
185 Steele Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
93 Harrison _St., New Britain, Conn.

2206

Orrington,

Ave., Evanston, III.
Hampton,
Conn.
l 05 Pythian Ave., Torrington,
Conn.
Pilgrim Rd., Harwichport,
Mass.
135 Melbourne
Ave., Akron, Ohio
Berkshire Rd., Gates Mills, Ohio
] 25 Palmer Place, Leonia, N. J.
Perryville Park, Danville, Ky.
625 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.
3] 5 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.

P ckard, Marilyn···
626 Wolcott Hill Rd., Wethersfield,
Conn.
P pa, Lois M···························
l51 Whitfield
St., GUilford, Conn.
P rdoe, Dorothy G···························
.427 Orchard St., johnstown, Pa.
P rrsr, Josephine M
Main St., Niantic, Conn.
P rllame1t, Nancy L·······
85] N. Sheridan Rd., Highland Park, III.
lare P·····························
Pennock.
12 Club Rd., Baltimore, Md.
Phelps, Barbara J
] 40 Magnolia Terrace, Springfield, Mass.
Pine, joan······················
Coast Guard Academy, New London, Conn.
Pinney, Janet R···············
168 Edgewood Ave., Longmeadow, Mass.
Porritt, Alison H···················
Conn
15 Riggs Ave. West Hartford
Portelance, Marilyn·················
14 Avery Co~rt, New London: Conn:

r
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Porter, Mary A
Pratt, Cornelia H
Puklin, Nancy A

6518 Hillcrest, Oklahoma City, Okla.
.27 Lexington Rd.. Concord, Mass.
811 Downer PI., Aurora, III.

Rairdon, M. Phyllis
.
.3724 Sulphur Spring Rd., Toledo, Ohio
Raphael, Carol N
.221 Williamson Ave., Hillside, N. J.
Rapin, Annette M
.I 0 Prospect St., New London, Conn.
Raub, Marilyn H
5361 Washington
Blvd., Indianapolis, Ind.
Redman, Mary-Jane
.
70 Garland St., Bangor, Me.
Rincicotti , Jean H.
105 Oneco Ave., New London, Conn.
Ritz, Norma E
.2308 West Lake of the Isles Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn.
Roberts, A Deane___________________
.80 Douglas Rd., Glen Ridge, N. I·
Robins, Phyllis T
A70 West End Ave., New York, N. Y.
Roman, Audrey C
14 j North Laurel St.. Hazelton, Pa.
Rost, Marjorie A
516 Hillside Ave., Westfield, N. J.
Ruete, Betty J--------------------.R. D. No. I, Box 101, Centergrove Rd., Dover, N. J.
Russillo, Anne C
.
.A2 Brackett St.. Brighton, Mass.
Sage, Janice M
.
..
.AO Wilmot Ave., Norwich, Conn.
Sanger, Joan__________________
_
.
329 Park Ave., East Orange, N. J.
Schoenbrod, Nancy .1
262 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
Sefton, Mary Elizabeth
1324 Monaco Parkway, Denver, Colo.
Shellabarger,
Mary D .
.No. I, Montgomery
PI., Decatur, III.
Shenk, Joanne B
.
.370 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
Sherman, Nancy 5
.
.
.2234 Green, Harrisburg, Pa.
Shifreen, C Joy-------------.---.90 Vauxhall St., New London, Conn.
Slocum, Mary Jean ...
.________________
Halter Lane, Darien, Conn.
Smith, Beryl E
.
.
30 Edgewood Rd., Chatham, N. I.
Smith, Carolyn J
.130 Westmoreland
Ave., Longmeadow, Mass
Smith, Elizabeth R
2 Sutherland Rd., Montclair, N. J.
Smith, K. Dana
..
.R. F. D. No.4, Portland, Me.
Smith, Suzanne H
.344 N. Third Ave., Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Snitkin, Sylvia B.
15 Slater Ave., Norwich, Conn.
Southard, Mary Lou
.77 Chelsea St., Fairfield, Conn.
Spencer, Julia K.
.635 W. 7th St., Erie, Pa.
Sprayreqen,
I. Ann
.
j 0 W. 86 St.. New York, N. Y.
Stark, Marguerite
A
.Pine Lake, Nashotah, Wis.
Steane, Elizabeth W
I 03 Steele Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
Stephens, Joann L.
.
612 Washington
Ave., Glencoe, III.
Stevens, Gladys P
Old Chatham, N. Y.
Stevens, Joan Marie
232 Prospect Ave., High land Pa rk, III.
Stocking, Kathleen
R. D. No. I, Coraopolis, Pa.
surgenor, Janet V
.
506 Park Rd., West Hartford, Conn.
Theleen, Marjorie A
Thomas, Elizabeth A
Thompson, Joan H
Toor, Joanne R
Tracy, Joan
Trager, Roberta E
Versoy,
Wallace,

Ruth G
Elizabeth

.

Sturqes Highway, Westport, Conn.
"steepwood",
Greenvi lie, Dela.
1 Roswell Terrace, Glen Ridge, N. J.
.285 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
.143 Columbia Blvd., Waterbury,
Conn.
·24 Harlem Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
15 Vista Terrace,

H

New Haven, Conn.

1003 Olive Ave., Coronado,

Calif.
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W~rren Anne
Warren: Dorothy A
Wrssung, Jane R
Weber, Dorothy M
Weinberg,
Frances Betty
Wfteeler, Sarah Jane
F
Whitney'jNancy
Williams, Joan
Wi1g, M rgaret L.
Wisrer, Ifary Elizabeth
WOlf, Jearne
Wo If, Catbertne J
Wood, Eleanor L.
Woodard, Mary Ann
Woodbridge,
Marie
Wright, Margaret C
Wunker, Marilyn G
Yanes, Nancy
Yoars, M. yvonne- .. ~
Yotman,
eth L.
Yo\ ~g, M ry A

spr,al

714 Northridge
Drive, W. Lafayette,
Ind.
.4839 Oak Knoll Drive, Youngstown,
Ohio
···.50 Elihu St., Hamden,
Conn.
1190 The Strand, West Englewood,
N. J.
l 34 Hughes Ave., Bridgeport,
Conn.
2501 Jefferson
Ave., Paducah,
Ky.
.55 Elm s-.. Fairfield, Conn.
] 59 North Euclid Ave., Westfield,
N. J.
14th and Northampton
St., Easton, Pa.
358 Beaver, Beaver, Pa.
17 Grant Ave., Newton Center, Mass.
778 Valley Rd.. Upper Montclair,
N. [.
59 Carroll St., Watertown,
Mass.
37 Le May St., West Hartford,
Conn.
l 06 Westbourne
Terrace,
Brookline,
Mass.
30 Portland
Place, St. Louis, Mo.
6265 Rogers Park Place, Cincinnati,
Ohio
.

.

.

St dent: Lien, Alfhild

.47 Cotton St., Newton, Mass.
Lawrence Farms, Chappaqua, N. Y.
l 070 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Dominica,
Pembroke,
Bermuda
Nedre

Aile 11 b, Trendhjem,

£.()MMI TTl: I:
Nancy L. Yeager
JJet

Pinks

Jacqueline
Dorothy

I

(Manager)

Fay

Martha
Dorrance

Dismukes

Virginia L. Stauffer
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jean

Helen
Anne).

Stevens
Vinal
Fromm

Joan Rosen

Norway
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"THAT'S

WHERE MY MONEY

PLEASE PATRONIZE
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GOES!"
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i

.
Drugs

Cosmetics

Prescrij tions

Toiletries

Courtesy And Service
Quality Merchandise
Just Two of the Many Reasons
You'll Find Us In

NICHOLS
Stat

Street

AND

HARRIS

Phone 3857

New London

;"""""""""""""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,"""""""""""""""""""""""""",."""""""""""""""""",",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""""""""""""""""""""""","

'1"""""""""""""'"1'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''",,"

LANE'S RADIO

SHOP

"""""'''''''''''''''''·''''''''''''''111''"'''''''""",,,,,,,,,,,,""'''''''''''''''''''''"1

New London Upholstering and Furniture Co.

549 Bank Street
New London, Conn.
Phone 6661

i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::::::::::::r:::::::::,'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ENDEL'S
Famous Names rn
Furniture
219 Bank St.
Phone 2-1748
New London

447 Bank Street
New London, Conn.

"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"111111""""""'''',,"''''''

"""'''''''''',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""",''''''''''','''''',''''

PEN DLETON'S ESSO
SERVICENTER
CHURCH

AND HUNTINGTON

STREETS
Opposite
NEW

COU1't House

LONDON,

CONN.

;""""'''''''''''''''"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,''',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,It,,,,,,,,,
''''''''''''''''''''''''''"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""'''''',''
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-

Skip Coleman

for the Class of 1948 ....

"With Every Wish for the Better Things
in the Continuing

Spirit of Connecticut

College."
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THE STYLE SHOP
COMPLIMENTS OF

College Sportswear featuring
Famous Shaggy Shetland
Sweaters
Sportswear Dept.

LOUIS ANELLO & CO.
New London, Conn.

128 State St.

...

""."""",,,,, "" ".".".""""." " "." '"'' """ """ " '" " " " '"'' ,,, " " " ,""',"
~"'"'''''''''''''''''''I''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''',,"'"'''',,'''

"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,
"""""''''

New London

"",,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

'"'''''''''''''''''''' ".", """ ".""",,,,,,,,,,,,

"",' "'" '" '" "".""'''''''~

VICTORIA SHOPPE
THE MODERN CORSETRY
MRS. D. SITTY, Grad. Corsetiere
Vassarette
- Formfit
- Ftexees
Life Hollywood and F'lexah-e Bras
Seal~prufe - Vanity Fair Lingerie
Blouses - Skirts - Sweaters
Kamore Robes - Negligees
Belle Shammeer Hosiery

:

,

I

COMPLIMENTS

CAPITOL

I

243 St1te StreJt

SODA

OF

SHOP

21 Bank Street

Phone 2-3542

"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""',,"
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"'" ,,"'" ,', "" "",. ""',' ,,'" '" ,., ,., ,." """"."

""""""~,
", """"'~'

THE MILL END SHOP
THE BASKET SHOP
Draperies and Slip Covers
To Order

_

Telephone 8304
20 Bank Street
ew Lrdon, Connecticut

';"".""".""""".""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

r~""".""".,.""",

'"""""""""""""""

.. ",.""""",.""","",."""""""""

Distinctive Gifts and Jewelry
10% Discount to Students
13 Union Street (Just off State St.)
New London, Conn,

..

"""",.,""'"""",."""."
""".",."""""."""""""""""""""""".",.",;,
""''''''''''''''''''''',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,",,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,,,

MALLOVE'S

CENTRAL NEWS STORE

Jewelers
Records

•

74 State St.

50 State Street
New London, Conn.
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Go where Glory waits thee!
But while Fame elates thee,
Oh, still remember me !
Thomas Moore

Alice Fletcher for the Class of 1949

=
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If you're looking for the
best in shoes an,d m~tched
accessories, you 11 find so
much to choose from at

MARKOFF'S
I. Miller Shoes
Costume Handbags
Gloves - Belts - Hosiery
Costume Jewelry

"He bought it at Brine's"

A. C. BRINE

•

Jeweler

1
i

I

Watches
Diamondl

Birthstone rings

Spe ialize in Repairing

~"'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''

11

Rosaries

ii

II
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New London, Conn.
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LAURIES CHILDREN
CENTER

224 State St.
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I

COMPLIMENTS

OF

I
MARTOM'S

TATE STREET
NE

r",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

LONDON, CONN.
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II

405 Williams St., New London, Conn.
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!

NES

BEAUTY SALON
50 State Street
Hendel Building
Phone 7545

~I"""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",""""""""""""""""""""","",""""""""""""""",;,
Page one lncndred eighty-four
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The Class of '50 represented
Marmee

Theleen,

by

wishes happi-

ness and success to the class of '47
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Page one hundred eighty-jive
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To Insure a Perfect Evening
Enjoy a Steak or Lobster Dinner at

DANNY DOYLE'S

91-101 No. Bank Street

Page one hundred eighty-six

New London, Conn.

Each college year brings us to
"Union Lyceum will be here in five
minutes-you can count on them!"

BRATER'S

Call 3000 or 4303

Where we find
Cards for all occasions
Accessories for our new clothes
Furnishings for our rooms
253 State St.

For Your Blue Cab
Quick, Efficient Service

New London, Conn.

24 State St.
"""""""""""""""",".'",."'<'"",,,,"""""""""""",."""""",,,,,,,,,,,

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"
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THE UNION BANK
AN D TRUST COMPANY

COMPLIMENTS OF

Crown Restaurant

Checking Accounts
New London, Conn.

83 State St.

II

61 State Street

;; ;;
,i""""""",,,,,,,,,,,, """ " " "" "'"'' ",,"""" ''''','','',,''''''''''''
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I

GORRA

BROS.

!

Wholesale

COMPLIMENTS

Fruit and Vegetables

OF
TWO FRIENDS

314 Bank Street

New London, Conn.
Tel. 4300-4309

-
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COMPUM"NTS
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New Haven and Shore
Line Railway Company,
Inc.

:;

COMPUMENTS OP

:

ESTELLE DRESS SHOP
Meridian

Street

New London,

Conn.
.
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

COLLEGE DINER

~
_

L

7-15

State Street

~~

jI

Ne , Lo1don, Connecticut

426 Williams

Street

~

New London,

Conn.

j
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NEW LONDON

Crocker House Block
186 Sta e St.
New London
F ower Phones 5588 and 7069
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BEE AND THISTLE INN
Lu cheons, Dinners, Teas
Candlelight Buffet
'
r
Suppers
Motel Accommodations

II

:I

Old Lyme, Connecticut

i"""""""""""'"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"".,,"'~

one hundred eighty-eight

•

We Serve Conn, College
Students through our
Commercial and Savings
Departments

•

I~
- _

Tel. Old Lyme 388

Page
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'
FLORIST

_

"" "."."", """" '"

, s

MEMBER

OF FEDERAL

DEPOSIT

INSURANCE CORPORATION
Established

1852
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KAPLAN'S
Luggage Shop and
Travel Bureau

"I knew I would find it at Kaplan's"
Mark Cross Gloves and Handbags
Complete line of mailing laundry cases
Also Agents for all AirLines
The store of many practical gifts

123 State Street, New London, Conn.
f""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""''''''

DANTE'S
RESTAURANT
Delicious Spaghetti in a
Delightful Atmosphere with
Dainty Delectable Desserts

"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'"''''''''

VETERAN'S

CAB

Phone 2-1566

"The Veteran's Cab is calling for
all of us!"

Four and Six Passenger Cars
Around the Clock Service
Accommodations for all, in or out of
town
, ""',""""","""""""""""'''''''''''',','""""""""""""""""""""""""~

COMPLIMENTS OF

RED ROSE RESTAURANT
14 Main Street

52 Truman Street
Tel. 5805
;"""""""""""""""""""""""""","""","""""""""""""""",',"',"

"'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""",,,

WNLC
Basic Mutual Network

""""""""""""""""",."""""",'!..'","""""""""""""""""""""""'"

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'"''''''''''''''

ABEN HARDWARE CO.
128 Bank St.

1490 K. C.
Sporting Goods - Housewares
Mohigan Hotel
New London, Conn.
"""""""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""""""""'"

Hardware

- Paints

"""""""""""""""""''''''''''''''''''''''"""""'"'''''''''''''''''','''''''''''''''''
Page one hundred eighty-nine
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An e~ening at LIGHTHOUSE is always a memorable one!

'I

LIGHTHOUSE INN

,

lpriv~te d!ning room for banquets and parties with th: best food
in the mcest atmosphere-newly
decorated Cocktail Lounge.

j

L,·,·"·"·",·~,·",~,~·~·r,~~·,~~,~,~,·
..,.·,.·",·,,,,
, ,.., ,

'(""

".."" ".""" ".." """

""

THE MOHICAN
New London's Largest
And Best Hotel

'i {"

II

,

~
j

,

"," ".."" , " " , , ," , """~,~~,~~
..,"""""',j
"".." '''''''''''j
The F. H. and A. H.

CHAPPELL COMPANY

275 Rooms and Baths
Coal - Lumber

Llncheon from 11-5
T

inner from 5-9
Iso A La Carte
Noted for Food and Service
Excellent Banquet Facilities

Sherwin-Williams

Paint

T

_

,~:::=il:~::~::::~::~:o=.1
I N::'~:::,,~'~:::".
,j"""""""""

Page one hundred ninety
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"Dad's coming Father's Day weekend, too
-let's call the Crocker House!"

CROCKER HOUSE

178 State St.
Phone: 5371

"New London's Friendly Hotel"

Grill Room
Coffee Shop
Cocktail Lounge - Men's Bar
Banquet Rooms
Modern Facilities at popular prices
f""""""""",,"""'"''''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''

'''' "",,""," """"""'"'''',,',''''''''',,'''''''''''''''''''''''','''''''
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COSTEL~~6p FRAME

II

The Burr-Mitchell Co.
Wholesale

Picture Framing
Bulletin Boards
Phone 2-6355

11 Union Street

Tobacco - Cigarettes
Confectioners
Ph. 4966

Rear 334 Bank Street

New London, Conn.

Try the

OLYMPIA

TEA

ROOM

235 State Street

GOOD FOOD
Phone 6808

225 Bank St.

Reasonably Priced

Page one hundred ninety-one

I

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
TH

PLACE THAT MADE

CHOCOLATE

FAMOUS
That Place on the Hill
Satisfying Food
In

Pleasant Surroundings
Page one hundred ninety-two

CHIP

There's No Place Like

Eastern Connecticut's
Most Modern - Most Complete Shopping Center
135-201 Main Street, Norwich, Conn.

The Finest Selection in Famous Brands
reads like "WHO'S WHO", and prices so
consistent with quality. They serve with a
special measure of courtesy and interest
No trip to Norwich is complete without a visit to Reid & Hughes

Page one hundred ninety-three

FASHION FARMS, INC.
IA bit of Madison Avenue

just off the campus!

622 Williams Street

New London, Conn.
Telephone 2-2920

I

Originals by Tina - Leser, Lanz, Duchess Royal

,;"""""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""rl"I"""""'II"I"'\I"""'''~'

Our room is most attractive
since we've made a visit to the

G. M. WI LLJAMs CO.
Hardware - Home Furnishings
Sporting Goods
State Street
Page one hundred ninety.four

New London, Conn.

I
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B=,"<PM<",~~MES DRUG COMPANY

Now London

Prescription
our
Specialty

Quality
our
Policy

Apothecaries

to the Profession and the Home

.

Established

1915

It is our pleasure to be associated with the following houses:
ELIZABETH ARDEN
YARDLEY

H. H. AYER
PRIMRISE
GUERLAIN
CIRO
WElL
CHANEL
D'ORSAY

,f"",,""'.'."'.""""""""""""""""",."".""""""""""""",.""""",."""""""""""""".""""""""""",.,.""""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''~

~""""".".""""".,
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• Judy 'N Jill
• Hi-Dee

Established 1860

China, Glass, Silver, Lamps
and Fine Costume Jewelry

BERNARDS
New London

253 State St.
"'"

II ""

'" ",,"11111111

'" ","

"''''

"''',,''

". """"

... """'.""'.""."'""",,,,,,,""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,

L. LEWIS & COMPANY

• Lanz

""""'"''

Biologicals

Chemicals

Prescriptions

,~"'"

HOUSE
MAX FACTOR
SCHIAPARELLI

'" "'"

"'"''

,,,,",",,,,",",,",",,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,'''''''''''''''"',",,""''''''''

, .. "",

State and Green Streets
New London, Conn.
~'III'''I''''''''''''I''''''''''''''''''I''''''t1I'I'I'"'''''I''''''"''''''I'"'""""""
:""'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''"'''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''"''''''"'''""''''''"

N. J. GORRA
& BROTHERS
State Street
New London, Conn.
CAMPUS CLOTHES
Braemars
Exclusively
Dresses - Coats - Sweaters
Skirts - Lingerie - Linens

Restauranteur and Caterer
Birthday Cakes a Specialty
Established 1897

RUGS
"",""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""",.""".',"""""","L"""""""

~"""""""""""""",,""'""""""j"""""""""""""""""""""""""",,,,;"

Page one hurulred ninetY-live

i
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At DAN SHEA'S, you will find geniality, hospitality, and college atmosphere
foiled into one, with wonderful times to
be had by all.

T

Golden Street

Page one hundred ninety-six

T

T

New London, Conn.

WALK-OVER
SHOE STORE

"Sure! They'll have them
in your size too!"

•
231 State St., New London

.""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,''''''''''''''~'

COMPLIMENTS

Sport Oxfords and Loafers
By
SPAULDING

OF

MONTGOMERY
WARD
AND CO.

SAVARD

BROTHERS,

Inc.

New London, Conn.
New London

134 State St.
(""",

"" """
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SULLIVAN PRINTING COMPANY

~
17 Masonic Street
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'" '" "" '" ,.,~,
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New London, Conn.

I
~
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NORWICH INN

Spacious Norwich Inn provides a perfect setting for your
Saturday night date, or for entertaining mom and dad.

Banquets

Parties
NORWICH

;""""""""""

,,, .. ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,
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College
Bookstore
There's a wonderful selection of books and
gifts right here on campus.
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CYNTHIA

FLOWER

EveninO;~~::~aper· c",",g:~a~:~,"lty
New London

--,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""",,,,,:

-

88 Broad St.
New London, Conn.
Pat Haleftiras, Mgr.
'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"
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one tumdred
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"We can buy everything
we need at
Starr's
cigarettes,
cosmetics, anything"

Phone 5665

Two deliveries to dorms, daily
Charge accounts - checks cashed
Films developed and printed
,r"""""""""""""""""""""""""",""""
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SHOP AT

Exclusive Apparel
Jr. Miss & Women's Sizes

GENUNG'S
AND SAVE

New London

Dewart Building
~"",,,,,,,

",'" """"""1"'0'0'"

,,,,",,,""""1

"',"" I ""',"'"

"" "',' '" '" "'" """
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:

TRY US AND SEE

PALACE RESTAURANT
All Kinds of

American and Chinese Foods
OUI' quality and reasonably priced .meals
will satisfy you. AND~a meal IS
a meal.
Corner Green and Golden Sta.
New London, Conn.
r""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""",

"'" """J

~

YELLOW CAB CO.
•
Phone 4321
NEW LONDON
,r"",,,,, " " " """ ,,""" ,,'" ","" """" "",,'''''''''''',,'',,''

"""",,, ""'" '"''''''''''
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B. ALT~fAN &

co.

NEW VORl(

FIFTH AVENUE

HI GALS •••
We come to you 3 times a yeorright to your door-with
picked selection
like ...

a hand-

of the clothes you

to wear to classes, in the

dorm, at dances.
We'll be seeing youl

,I:
~

PERRY AN D STON E
JEWELERS SINCE 1886

"Perry and Stone is the ideal place to shop
for presents, with its excellent selection of
stationery, leather goods, and novelties!"

Watch and Jewelry Repairs
r,U""'""""""""""""""""""""""""'''''''''''''''"""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""""""""""""""""::0""""""",,"""""""""""","""""""""""",,:,

Page two hundred

296 State Street

I
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M. MICHEL
Photographs
Portraits

and
for

Simplicity, Charm,
and Distinction

100 State Street
New London, Conn.
Telephone 7351

I~""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""',""""""""""","""""""','"""""""""""""""""""'"''''''''''''''""""""",.""""""""""""""""""

•

j
j•
•

j
•

WHELAN'S BEAUTIFUL COSMETIC DEPT.
qj)edicated

/!70 /!7Mninine~lta#n ...
We're proud of our Cosmetic
Department because it offers
you every preparation to make
a woman more lovely. We carry
complete lines of all famous cosmetics and toiletries ...
all
attractively displayed in strecrmlined showcases. Visit us and
select your beauty treasures.

j
•

j
Page two huncb·cd one
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DELAR

PHOTOGRAPHER

•
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HARRY'S MANS

DOC'S SERVICE

SHOP

•

Leaders in Men's Haberdashery

Opposite Martom's

131 State St., New London, Conn.

Guaranteed
,~"""',.,"""""""""',.,""""""""""."""""""""""",.".".".""""".",.
'~'"
" " " , " " " " '" ."" ,,, " " '" " '"'' " " " "",, " " ," ,'"

Satisfaction
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COMPLIMENTS

-

WNOC
COMPLIMENTS

BONWIT

OF

TELLER

1400 on the Dial

!i

II

Norwich, Conn.

~,~"""',.,.,'''''''''''',.,''''''''''',.,'''',..,',.,''""",.""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

.. ,,.,.,,,,,,;

:: ~""'.,."".""""''''''''''''''''''''.''''''''.,''""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,

II

NEW YORK

BOLTON-SMART
COMPANY

II
~""" "',',,'" '" ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

"" "'"'''' ",.", "'" '" """" '" "'" "" "" ,,,,,,,,1' ~

BOSTON CANDY
KITCHEN

Wholesale Purveyors

of Choice

Beef - Pork - Lamb - Veal
Poultry - Fish - Butter
Cheese - Eggs and Relishes

BOSTON
17-25 South Market St.

NEW J:NDON

""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'"''''''''

'

IT"""",

LAF".lk
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Lestyou forget ...
For the best in dry cleaning and laundry
Try "SHALLETT"!

ITheShalett Cleaning and Dyeing Company
2-6 ~ontauk

Avenue

New London,

';"""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''"11''''''''''''''''''"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,''''''''''''''''''''''''''""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"'"''''
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Conn.

'" """"'" "," """" ",",

HJAHN t OLLIER AGAIN"
The slogan that's hacked hy genuine goodness in
quality and service, the result

of 43 years successful

experience in the yearhook field.
We find real satisfaction·in pleasing you, the yearhool< puhlisher, as well as your photographer and
your printer.

JAHN

g OlllER

ENGRAVING

CO.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates for Black or Color
Commercial Artists - Photographers
817 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7, ILL.

I!..age two hundred jive

J/Hlr <0 If JIE Jt
Residential

If U J/rlo Jill
and Transient

RATES
Single Rooms, with private bath
Double Rooms, with private bath

.from $2.50
.from $3.50

Air-conditioned Dining Room
Air-conditioned Cocktail Bar
GUY P. SEELEY,Manager
304 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 4-3900

Page

tWQ

hundred s&;

""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""',""""',,"","''''''''''''''''

W. T. GRANT CO.
Now you have seen
Complete Book
That shoppi ng is fu n ...

Department
Repri nts, Best-Sellers,
Fiction, Non-Fiction

=

,i.. """"

''''''''''''''

""'"''''

,,"""","""

'''''''''''''',,''

'"''''''','''''

COMPLIMENTS
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e
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OF

.... With the Help of Our
Ads It is Easily Done!
Connecticut

College

News

• • •
T
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By

Printed
BENTON REVIEW

PUB. CO.,

Incorporated

.,

I
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